
EDITOR’S REMARKS

INTERPRETING OLD BOOKS
THAT DISPLEASE

Two responses to Alan Sica’s ‘‘B.T. Washing-
ton and R.E. Park Find The Man Farthest
Down’’ in Contemporary Sociology (July 2012):

Dear Editor,
While Washington and Park’s The Man Far-

thest Down presents an interesting account
(especially, biographical and historical) of
the ‘‘lower orders’’ of European peasantry, I
am not persuaded by the Editor’s Remarks
that this book possesses ‘‘great skill and sub-
tlety.’’ Moreover, I question the editor’s
assessment that this text might ‘‘shed light
on matters of continuing significance’’ and
‘‘contextualize debates that have not
subsided.’’

Washington’s underlying goal for the
book—demonstrate that African Americans’
social oppression and living conditions
were not as severe and bleak as European
peasants’—aligns with his life-long efforts
to accommodate whites in order to receive
funding from elite whites for projects to
help uplift the black community. Washing-
ton routinely offered ‘‘data’’ whites wished
to receive, data that would not stir uncom-
fortable/guilty feelings about the systemic
racial oppression and Jim Crow racist socie-
ty facing African Americans. I would argue
that Farthest Down is more a propagandist
work to appeal to philanthropic whites seek-
ing colorblindness than a serious sociologi-
cal study worthy of rediscovery. Park’s
reservations about the work’s agenda and
findings likely support my contention.

Farthest Down is too superficial an analysis
to provide a worthwhile comparative por-
trait or useful claims of differences between
the oppressive social worlds/experiences of
European peasantry and African Americans.
In no way does Washington begin to address
the needed historical, cultural, institu-
tional, social, and psychological differences
between the two groups, nor the unique
power structures (i.e., class and race)

shaping the different social world of each
group, that would productively frame
such a complex comparative study. Ulti-
mately, how fruitful is a comparison of
apples and oranges?

Considering well-grounded critiques of
Park’s sociology and Washington’s social phi-
losophy, contemporary sociologists are better
served by rediscovering more sociologically
enlightening, timely books by Du Bois, which
provide more informative portraits of race
and class than Washington and Park.

Sean Elias
Visiting Assistant Professor of Sociology

University of Mississippi
sean.elias1@gmail.com

Dear Editor,
Sica argues there is ‘‘a great deal to be

learned from this forgotten study [The Man
Farthest Down]’’ (p. 411). Quoting Farthest,
Sica specifies that Black American social con-
ditions outpaced their European brethren’s,
African Americans constantly possessed
‘‘hope’’ and ‘‘joy,’’ Blacks never ‘‘died from
want of food,’’ and the Black ‘‘desire to live’’
under slavery never waned. Notwithstand-
ing contrary empirical evidence (Patterson
1985; Lester 1998; West 2001), two points
bookend Sica’s essay: (1) Park’s time with
Washington resulted in his ‘‘four-stage race-
relations cycle still taught to undergraduates’’
(p. 409) and (2) ‘‘Washington [and Park] had
no reason to whitewash conditions in the
American South regarding the lives of its for-
mer slaves .’’ (p. 411).

First, because some still teach Parks’ race
relations cycle, does not mean they should.
If Pluto can be downgraded from its plane-
tary status, perhaps we can shake sociology
from its orbit around the Chicago School
approach that (A) nearly missed the predic-
tion of the Civil Rights Movement (Hughes
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1963), (B) strategically failed to confront and
oppose the racial status quo (Steinberg
1997), and (C) often reproduced Spencerian
(even eugenic) views of race (Williams 1996).

Second, without such reverberations to
our disciplinary axis, we may continue to
gravitate away from the fact that Park
and Washington inhabited distinct social
locations that bound their scholarship (cf.
Peterson 2004). Chicago’s institutional con-
straint qua Rockefeller and elite controlling
interests actively silenced Park’s formally
radical views, while the former planter class
propped up Washington’s accommodationist
stance at Tuskegee (Steinberg 2007). Hence,
Park and Washington often located the
source of racial inequality in darker hued
bodies and their lack of bootstrapping assim-
ilation, which makes Farthest’s scathing cri-
tique of asymmetrical social relations in
European societies all the more ironic and
unsettling. While Sica is on target that there
is much to be learned by re-reading Farthest,
we should encounter the text not for its
‘‘quality and utility’’ (p. 409), but as an exam-
ple of how the sociology of race and ethnic-
ity can mask conflict, paternalism, and
violent domination, both then and now.

Matthew W. Hughey
Assistant Professor

Mississippi State University
MHughey@soc.msstate.edu
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The Editor Responds:

Intergenerational squabbles are to be
expected, especially among scholars, and if
pursued with dignity will usually render
improved understanding on both sides.
These two lively scholars, about 20 and 30
years my juniors, who have specialized in
critical race theory and the experience of Afri-
can Americans, chide me for commemorating
a study by Booker T. Washington and Robert
E. Park that chronicled their six-week ‘‘fact-
finding’’ trip to Europe between August 20
and October 8, 1910. They argue forcefully
that the book should not be viewed
benignly, and that neither Washington’s
view of the American ‘‘Negro,’’ nor Robert
Park’s ‘‘race relations theory,’’ any longer
deserve approbation or imitation. As has
become the scholarly norm, it is W. E. B.
Du Bois who wins their plaudits for
his defiant anger about race relations in
the United States, and his disparagement
of Washington’s ‘‘accommodationist’’
posture—which Du Bois first voiced in
1903, after a decade of supporting it.

These letters come from experts in the field,
as documented by their theses, dissertations,
and subsequent publications, all of which I
have found instructive (especially Elias 2009
and Hughey 2012). Each letter makes strong
empirical claims about the book and its
authors, which have forced me to reconsider,
sometimes by means of numerous additional
sources (not all of which appear in the bibli-
ography below). For this I stand in their
debt and much appreciate their thoughts.

Elias holds that the book is propaganda in
the interest of raising money for Washing-
ton’s causes, which he believes is certified
by Park’s ‘‘reservations’’ about the book. I
cannot find documentation of these ‘‘reserva-
tions’’ and only wish Elias had provided
sources for his observation. My own research
arrived at a contrary conclusion: later in life
Park referred to TMFD as a vital part of his
own education: ‘‘I learned more that was
interesting and profitable there [in Europe
with Washington] than I ever did in the
same period before or since’’ (Raushenbush
1979, p. 53). Elias further believes that the
book is ‘‘superficial,’’ but relative to what?
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It is surely not Myrdal’s An American Dilem-
ma (1944), nor was it meant to be. The field-
work required six weeks of manic traveling,
interviewing, dictating, and consultation
between the authors. Perhaps had they
more time, money (Park estimated the trip
would cost $1850 [$43K today]; ibid., p. 51),
and research assistants, they could
have written more profoundly. Elias refers
to unnamed ‘‘well-grounded critiques’’ of
both authors, and follows the well-trod
path to Du Bois’ door as a superior launch-
ing pad for research today. Elias’ dissertation
(2009) goes into some of these arguments
in detail, and would have to be answered
in equal detail should one care to do so.
As in so much work of this kind, interpreta-
tion is everything, so hermeneutics comes
dangerously into play, especially when inter-
preting the intentions, limitations, and knowl-
edge of authors who wrote a century ago.

Hughey cites Patterson, Lester, and West as
proof that the empirical claims of TMFD are
incorrect; try as I might to find such proof
in these works, it has escaped me. Washing-
ton wrote that in his experience and to his
knowledge, the condition of certain workers
in Europe was worse than the condition of
life for most American blacks (sic; see ASA
Style Giude, p. 5) and he gives many exam-
ples. That scholars during the succeeding
century should find countervailing evidence
is what one would expect, but to claim that
this invalidates the authors’ observations at
that time is irrelevant. Turning specifically
to Hughey’s sources: (1) Patterson’s exem-
plary work does not mention Washington,
Park, or TMFD, nor would that be expected
given its global scope. It does show that the
despicable practice of slavery is universal,
and must be eliminated (which, sad to say,
human societies have not done in the 30
years since his book appeared). How it
empirically contradicts TMFD in any specif-
ic way is unclear to me. (2) West’s work is
more theoretical and rhetorical than histori-
cal except in the broadest sense, and there
is no reference to Washington (with light,
complimentary remarks about Du Bois).

(3) Lester is a psychologist described thus
online by Richard Stockton College, where
he works: ‘‘Lester is known as one of the
most prolific psychologists in the world for
his publication record of more than 2,500

notes, articles and books on suicide.’’ His
brief article is not based on archival work,
but hypothesizes suicide rates among slaves
from other sources: ‘‘‘In the United States
today, suicide is less common among African
Americans in general than in whites,’ writes
Dr. David Lester, a psychologist and special-
ist in suicide research, ‘. . . [which] may rep-
resent an African worldview which accepts
suicide only as a very last resort in the face
of extreme stress . . .’ Calculating an approx-
imate suicide rate among enslaved African
Americans, Lester notes the difficulty of iden-
tifying unambiguous data on slaves’ deaths,
whether natural or at their own hand. Thus,
analysis of the number, motivation, and con-
sequences of slave suicide must include anec-
dotal evidence, i.e., first-person accounts and
second-hand reports to supplement numeri-
cal data from census and plantation records’’
(National Humanities Center Resource
Toolbox, ND). In fact, Lester’s hypothesized
suicide rate in 1850 for slaves versus whites
is .74 per 100K versus 2.37 for whites,
and 1.45 for freed slaves (Lester 1998: 10).
These figures do nothing to detract from
Washington’s argument; in fact, they support
it. There is insufficient room here to consider
Hughey’s other cited works seriatim and
how they might pertain to TMFD. Because
he gives no page citations, though, it is
very difficult to divine which components
of each of these works specifically or
generally contradict Park and Washington’s
observations.

No reasonable person would disagree with
Elias’ and Hughey’s general orientation to
the tragedy of slavery and racism in the histo-
ry of this country. Their ideals are laudable.
But the fact that TMFD does not live up to
their ideals has nothing to do with the
book itself, or the lessons we might learn
from it as a scholarly or semi-scholarly prod-
uct of its era. Each generation tunes its voice
to a different pitch, so while, for example, it
would have seemed distinctly quixotic for
a sociologist to pursue ‘‘critical whiteness
studies’’ 30 years ago, during the last fifteen
years work of this kind has been main-
streamed. Elias and Hughey vigorously par-
ticipate in this pedagogical orbit, and have
thus identified themselves as scholars on
a political mission. To wit, the dedication of
Elias’s dissertation: ‘‘To past and present
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black souls, primarily the scores of
black intellectuals, activists, and everyday
people—many whose names we will never
know—who challenge damaging, unjust
white ideologies and social practices that tar-
get blacks and all people of color.’’ Less
personally expressive but equally meaning-
ful, Hughey concludes his interesting
monograph with this: ‘‘For true racial
empowerment and self-determinism to take
place, we must have knowledge of, gain the
collective volition to resist, and then act on
the racist social order that binds an array of
white political projects and identities to a sim-
ilar trajectory of supremacy. . . .These condi-
tions and many more not mentioned here,
represent the continued need to interrogate
how white racial identity projects, even
under the best of individual intentions or
political imperatives, help reproduce white
supremacy’’ (Hughey 2012: 196).

With such ultimate values in mind, Elias
and Hughes approach the Washington-Park
collaboration from a vantage point remote
from my own—no matter how sympathetic
I may be to their ultimate political goals.
For them, TMFD recalls a time when Wash-
ington’s incrementalist strategy for improv-
ing the condition of American blacks was
invidiously compared with Du Bois’ non-
negotiating stance, with the former appear-
ing weak in the face of black oppression
and too chummy with the rich white men
who funded his philanthropy and pedagogy.
They also interpret Robert Park as a patriar-
chal and conservative white whose youthful,
morally outraged journalism was tamed
into the soulless objectivity of academic
prose once he ascended the University of
Chicago’s sociological throne. One can
indeed ‘‘read’’ their lives and their writings
that way if one so chooses, and particularly
so given the rapid and routine rewriting of
intellectual, social, and racial history as it
exists today. All historical documents, of
course, serve successive causes over time,
as they emerge and then dissipate. It is
hard to ‘‘get it right’’ when reading the
past, which is partly why Wilhelm Dilthey
and so many others invested enormous
energy in outlining theories of proper inter-
pretative technique. For Dilthey in particu-
lar, sympathy and empathy for an author’s
intentions, as best we can recapture

them, was the sine qua non of sound
hermeneutics.

For me, therefore, the book exists on a dif-
ferent plane, as a forgotten scholarly product
as such, locked into its time and place as sure-
ly as Elias’ and Hughey’s current works will
be viewed a century hence: as emblematic of
scholarly moves which will have by then
ossified. Therefore, I do not demand or
expect from the book sentiments about race
that would not likely have occurred to its
authors in 1910, that would have seemed,
had they even heard of them then, as utopian,
unscientific, and irrelevant to life as lived at
that moment. It is worth remembering in
this context that even Du Bois, Washington’s
smartest and most insistent critic, supported
the latter’s position for many years before
repudiating him in 1903.

It is no surprise that intellectuals approve of
Du Bois’ mandarin view of the favored ‘‘tenth’’
and the supreme role that higher education
should play in the development of African
Americans following their emancipation, since
it so clearly plays to their own strengths and
societal utility. His prose was polished and
classically informed; Washington’s was blunt,
relatively unlettered, and close to the ground.
Du Bois knew his worth and demanded
respect from everyone he met, while Washing-
ton, known to be interpersonally modest,
befriended wealthy white men who funded
his Tuskegee Institute and many other schools
for blacks across the South, donating immense
amounts of money toward these ends. The two
titans saw the world differently, lived it differ-
ently, and wanted to lead their people in differ-
ent directions. If Washington was the hero of
many blacks until the Civil Rights movement
blossomed in the sixties, Du Bois has since sup-
planted him almost entirely, particularly
among white scholars who specialize in Black
Studies. Du Bois’ writings occupy a fat volume
in the Library of America series; Washington’s
do not. Du Bois has enjoyed the biographical
attention of David Levering Lewis, while
Washington has not received treatment of the
same quality. In short, Du Bois is hip; Washing-
ton is square.

Similarly, Robert Park was the paramount
sociologist at Chicago during his later life-
time, and his attachment to and knowledge
about African American culture was long
considered astonishing considering his own
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race. He, too, has lost his luster according to
certain revisionist accounts, in part by being
party to an intrinsically oppressive way of
viewing African Americans that needs to be
transcended now that its faults are newly
laid bare. Elias compares Park with Du Bois
(to whom he refers as his own ‘‘intellectual
father’’): ‘‘Key distinctions in their sociologi-
cal perspectives are observed in Park’s
detached, disinterested, universalistic, and
theoretical-based sociological approach as
opposed to Du Bois’ engaged, impassioned,
particularistic, empirical-based sociological
approach’’ (Elias 2009: 251). Perhaps needless
to say, the sense one gets of Park’s identity,
scholarly or personal, from TMFD, his letters,
and other writings of this period testify to
a personality diametrically opposed to Elias’
portrait; if anything, he was more like Elias’
notion of Du Bois. (In letters to W. I. Thomas,
Park made many observations based on his
work at Tuskegee and afterward, e.g.:
‘‘The Du Bois movement represented the tal-
ented South—the free Negro in the North,
the educated Negro in the South. . . Washing-
ton represented the masses of freed men’’
[Raushenbush 1979: 75].)

And yet history is what occurred, not what
we wish had occurred. So said Ranke long
ago, and the best historians have followed
his lead: ‘‘To history has been assigned the
office of judging the past, of instructing the
present for the benefit of future ages. To
such high office this work does not aspire: It
wants only to show what actually happened
(wie es eigentlich gewesen)’’ (Preface, Histories
of the Latin and Germanic Nations from
1494–1514 [3rd edition, 1885]). It would
indeed gratify our current sensibilities had
Washington more loudly ‘‘confronted’’ the
dominant white culture rather than ‘‘accom-
modated’’ to it, even though his strategy
benefitted thousands of blacks across gener-
ations; likewise, we could nod approvingly
had Du Bois spent more time getting to
know the downtrodden personally rather
than speaking about them to his intellectual
peers, that notable Ten Percent. One might
also wish that Washington had spent less
energy raising money and more reading dif-
ficult books—as Du Bois had done in Ger-
many as a student, along with Park—so
that his written rhetoric could have matched
his oratory. And would it not be nice for us if

Du Bois had followed up The Philadelphia
Negro (1899) with more works of that style
and substance rather than volumes of politi-
cal ephemera he wrote over the next 64 years
which are no longer much studied?

Washington was emotionally crushed by
the internationally broadcast scandal that
smothered him after he visited a boarding
house at 11 1/2 West 63rd Street in Manhattan
on March 19, 1911—looking for the Tuskegee
Institute accountant, he said—and was inex-
plicably beaten and chased down the street
by Henry Ulrich, a 40-year old white man.
Who would not wish this had never come
about, and that, furthermore, Du Bois had
not ‘‘smelled blood at the Ulrich scandal’’
and ‘‘told people that Washington had gone
to 63rd Street to get a white prostitute and
had done so before’’ (Norrell 2009: 401),
despite there being no evidence that this
might be true. Both men’s actions, had they
been different, would please our current sense
of what matters more and what matters less,
given today’s societal ideals. But they did
what they did, said what they said—or so
we believe based on the available evidence.

When Robert Park moved to Tuskegee to
become Washington’s amanuensis in 1905
(the same position Du Bois had refused two
years before), he undertook a deviant and
dangerous occupation for a white man. For
him it was a needed job, but the seven years
he spent with Washington became the most
formative intellectual experience of his life:
‘‘I became, for all intents and purposes,
a Negro myself’’ (Raushenbush 1979: 49).
He later wrote to his boss, ‘‘I feel and shall
always feel that I belong, in a sort of way,
to the Negro race and shall continue to share,
through good and evil, all its joys and sor-
rows ‘‘ (Drake 1984: xix). His sympathy for
and knowledge of Southern blacks, based
on hundreds of interviews he personally car-
ried out and recorded in his ‘‘reporter’s note-
book,’’ gave him a uniquely accurate view of
‘‘the tragic insecurity—as it seemed to me
then—under which colored people lived’’
(Raushenbush 1979: 42). Recently I asked
an 87-year-old black female political activist
why Du Bois (whose name she slyly mocked
as ‘‘Doo-Bwah") was favored over Washing-
ton in the most enlightened circles; she
answered indirectly. Holding my hand she
said with a broad smile, ‘‘If you and I had
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marched together in Selma, you would have
been in greater danger than I, because if they
hated an uppity N*****, they hated
a N*****-lover even more!’’ No wonder
Park and Washington, occasionally sharing
a room in crowded European hotels, were
looked on with surprise. They surprised
even themselves, so Park reported.

The point here is that they did something
extraordinary and unique: they jointly car-
ried out a serious, rapid, and deeply
grounded ethnography of working-class
poverty in Europe, laboring as a disciplined
team—quickly, and very ambitiously cover-
ing an enormous amount of terrain in only
six weeks, speaking with scores of inform-
ants, watching them live and work in their
natural settings, and then producing a book
which, no matter its obvious flaws, continues
to be regarded as ‘‘an important contribution’’
and ‘‘a tribute to Washington’s latent intellec-
tual abilities that had to be sacrificed in the
interest of institution building, and which
were obscured by the necessity to wear the
mask of an accommodationist leader in a racist
society’’ (St. Clair 1984: l, lvii–lviii). Is it sur-
prising that we do not find in this century-
old book a guide for today’s right-thinking
or political action, as we continue slowly to
rectify a society’s ills in which 40 percent of
prison inmates are black, median assets
amount to $5,500 per black household
($113K for whites), and urban (minority-
populated) public schools remain a disgrace?
What we do find there is undeniable evidence
of the willingness of two ‘‘underfunded’’
social researchers to put themselves at physi-
cal and emotional risk in order to write telling-
ly and sympathetically about the condition of
the European proletariat and peasantry—just
before 9.5 million of them were slaughtered
in a war fabricated by aristocratic egotism.

But these are merely my opinions. There
are other and stronger measures of the book’s
importance. As Park’s biographer pointed
out, ‘‘The Man Farthest Down was reviewed
on the front page of the New York Times liter-
ary section. It is generally considered—after
Up from Slavery—Washington’s best book’’
(Raushenbush 1979: 51). Even more to the
point, one can consult an elder expert in
the field. (John Gibbs) St. Clair Drake was
born in 1911, the year The Man Farthest
Down was published. In 1927 he reached

Hampton Institute, still proudly bearing
the imprint of its founder, Samuel C. Arm-
strong, the white Civil War general, and his
‘‘best’’ student, Booker T. Washington. The
latter referred to his teacher as ‘‘the noblest,
rarest human being that it has ever been my
privilege to meet. . . the rarest, strongest,
most beautiful character. . . a type of that
Christlike body of men and women who
went into the Negro schools at the close of
the war by the hundreds to assist in lifting
up my race’’ (Washington 1902 [2003]: 31,
33, 42). Perhaps because of remarks like these,
Drake never became a Washington acolyte,
choosing instead Du Bois and the NAACP
for political guidance and allegiance. After
arriving at the University of Chicago in
1937, he noted that ‘‘There was a tendency
among many Black graduate students to dis-
miss TMFD as ’the book that Park ‘‘ghosted’’
for Booker T. to prove that being black down
South wasn’t so bad after all.’ I never both-
ered to read it’’ (Drake 1984: lv–lvi).

Drake, of course, teamed up with Horace
Cayton to publish Black Metropolis: A Study
of Negro Life in a Northern City (1944), and
as it was going to press, they debated wheth-
er Park deserved a posthumous dedication,
with Cayton favoring the honorific and
Drake ambivalent. Drake helped create at
Roosevelt University one of the nation’s first
African American Studies programs, and in
1968 was invited to Stanford to do the
same. His credentials also include other
notable works, such as Black Folk Here and
There (2 vols., 1987–1990). It must have
been with ironic hesitation that he agreed
in 1984 at the age of 73, to introduce at length
The Man Farthest Down to new generations of
readers. Despite the efflorescence of African
American literature in the 1960s and 1970s,
the book had remained undisturbed by pub-
lishers ever since it appeared in the year of
Drake’s own birth.

Perhaps Drake took on this task late in his
distinguished career because, like so many of
his colleagues, he had neglected TMFD and
wanted to find out whether the neglect was
justified. As it turned out, he had a lot to
say. He began by wisely noting that measur-
ing ‘‘comparative misery’’ is a fool’s errand,
and Park knew this better than did Washing-
ton (Drake 1984: vii). The latter hoped to
show his audience in the States that life for
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the European working class was indeed
worse than theirs in many instances, that the
United States was a better place to live, and
that one important reason new white immi-
grants to North America competed so vigor-
ously for menial jobs with blacks was
precisely due to the homeland misery they
had fled. Ever the proud if circumspect
American, Washington wrote, for instance, ‘‘I
do not believe that the average Frenchman is
ahead of the average Negro’’ (p. xiv). Despite
certain fundamental differences in perception,
the two researchers became close during the
trip, with Washington even ‘‘sounding’’ Park
in a show of camaraderie (p. x).

Drake writes with unique authority and
insight when he observes: ‘‘Park was temper-
amentally a moderate and a gradualist with
regard to Black-American advancement, but
he expressed his admiration for the militant
Du Bois in his private notes. He saw conflict
as necessary and natural [a lesson learned
from his teacher in Berlin, Georg Simmel],
whatever his own predilections and those of
Washington were. He saw a role for both
Washington and Du Bois’’ (p. xxiv). Park’s
boss and traveling companion was keenly
attuned to his public image since that perso-
na was the motivating factor in donors’ con-
tributions to his cause. As he wrote to Park
on October 24, 1910: ‘‘First article received
and very good. Do not fail to keep them light,
and in natural, easy, conversational style.
Outlook people very much afraid we will
make them heavy and scientific’’ (Harlan
et al. 1981: 417). Washington was famous
for keeping close tabs on his co-authors,
and with this book he paid particularly close
attention: ‘‘November 8, 1910. Dear Dr. Park;
I have received the second chapter and it is
quite interesting, however, I think we will
make a mistake if we fail to describe with
considerable detail what occurred in the
police courts in London, also, the horrible
sights one witnesses around the bar rooms
at night, where women and children get
whiskey. Yours very truly’’ (ibid.: 447). There
are also in his papers detailed notes by topic
area that reminded him what he wanted the
book to include, e.g., ‘‘Wife is purchased in
Austro-Hungary’’ (ibid.: 368–376).

That the two men’s mutual respect
increased during the trip cannot be doubted.
In referring to some action taken by

Washington in 1906, soon after the race riots
in Atlanta, Park wrote: ‘‘Washington was
a man of courage; he was no white man’s
n*****’’ (Drake: xxvi–xxv). Even more impor-
tantly, the trip they took changed Washing-
ton’s view of civil rights because he was
introduced by Park’s history lessons and by
observation, for the first time, to the astonish-
ing power of workers’ social movements and
demands for change. He no longer toed
the conventional American line against social-
ism, but wrote admiringly of ‘‘British suffra-
gettes and Austrian socialist leaders,’’ strikes,
‘‘Danish cooperatives and folk schools’’ (p.
xxviii). His public statements began to stray
from the anti-labor values of the industrial
philanthropists whose money and influence
he had been courting for years, up to and
including President Theodore Roosevelt, his
friend (see Raushenbush 1979: 55–56).

Drake’s introduction is densely con-
structed, analyzing the book and its authors
on several levels simultaneously. For all his
enthusiasm for Du Bois and hesitation to
sing Washington’s praises, reading the book
convinced him that ‘‘The Man Farthest Down
reveals Booker T. Washington as a person
with a sensitive, open, inquiring mind, eager
to gain knowledge and insights and willing
to revise old points of view and correct
some stereotypes. It reveals an accommoda-
tionst ’race leader’ with his mask slightly
lifted, so that the person behind it can be
appreciated’’ (p. xxx). Drake came to this
conclusion after studying Washington’s and
Park’s revelations about Jews, political acti-
vists, women laborers, and other ‘‘marginal’’
actors on the European social stage. Yet per-
haps what most irritates Elias, Hughey, and
other modern readers are remarks like these:
‘‘The Negro is, by natural disposition, neither
an intellectual nor an idealist, like the Jew,
nor a brooding introspective like the East
Indian; nor a pioneer and frontiersman, like
the Ango-Saxon. He is primarily an artist,
loving life for its own sake. His metier is
expression rather than action’’ (p. xxxvii;
Frederickson famously termed this mindset
‘‘romantic racialism’’ [Frederickson 1971:
101–102]). As repugnant, even silly, as it
sounds today, one must wonder: how is it
that otherwise sophisticated observers
(including Du Bois and many others) viewed
different ethnic and racial groups in such
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broad strokes? Relatedly, which of our cur-
rent notions about people’s group identities
will seem equally childish and insupport-
able a century hence?

Drake was obviously torn between allegian-
ces when he wrote the introduction as an
elderly scholar, but in the end he was forced
to conclude: ‘‘My first impression when I heard
of Park’s seven years at Tuskegee was that he
considered it a laboratory and the Blacks as
guinea pigs. Later, I viewed his ideas about eth-
nopsychology as a subtle (even if unintended)
reinforcement of those who would confine
Black people to certain specialized occupations,
and resented the fact that he lent his prestige to
a stereotype. With the passage of time I came to
understand the complexities of his conception
of Blacks, and to apply the principles of the
sociology of knowledge to explaining him as
I did to explaining myself. . . .After reading
[the book] in conjunction with [other works],
my knowledge and understanding of both
men has increased. So has my respect for
them’’ (pp. liii–liv, lvii). There is wisdom in
Drake’s revelation about TMFD which today,
as we hunt desperately for the ethical high-
ground in a hypercomplex world, we could
well remember and emulate.

Booker T. and W. E. B.
By Dudley Randall

‘‘It seems to me,’’ said Booker T.,
‘‘It shows a mighty lot of cheek
To study chemistry and Greek
When Mister Charlie needs a hand
To hoe the cotton on his land,
And when Miss Ann looks for a cook,
Why stick your nose inside a book?’’

‘‘I don’t agree,’’ said W.E.B.,
‘‘If I should have the drive to seek
Knowledge of chemistry or Greek,
I’ll do it. Charles and Miss can look
Another place for hand or cook.
Some men rejoice in skill of hand,
And some in cultivating land,
But there are others who maintain
The right to cultivate the brain.’’
...
‘‘It seems to me,’’ said Booker T.—
‘‘I don’t agree,’’
Said W.E.B.

[(1969); from Dudley Randall, Cities Burning
(Broadside Press 2004).]

Thanks to my friend and colleague,
Bernard W. Bell (see Bell 1999) and to my
colleague-at-a-distance, Robert J. Antonio,
friend of 35 years.
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Robert Bellah chose a title, Religion in Human
Evolution, sure to be provocative in the con-
tinuing fracas between creationists and evo-
lutionists. The chance to comment on his
book led me to go back to Darwin’s funeral
for a title of my own that would connect
Bellah’s provocative location of religion in
evolution with the use of ‘‘religion’’ and
‘‘evolution’’ as battle cries by opposing
armies. Darwin’s magnificent funeral in
Westminster Abbey (1882) was a grandiose
slap in the faces of creationists who for dec-
ades had heaped curses upon him as a blas-
phemer. The inventor and prime mover of
the ceremony was an eminent member of
the Abbey’s clergy, Frederick William Farrar
(1831–1903). He preached the funeral ser-
mon, and later recycled his sermon into
a memoir of Darwin. Part of my title comes
from that memoir.

The charge that Darwin’s theories of evolu-
tion demolished Christian faith sent Farrar to
what he presented as a symbolic parallel. He
remembered that, when the Roman general,
Pompey, captured Jerusalem (63 B.C.E.), he
discovered that everything Romans took as
common knowledge about Jewish worship
of animals was a lie. He invaded the Holy
of Holies and found it entirely vacant.
Though the Temple was full of treasures,
which Pompey respected and left intact, there
was no idol in the most sacred place, only
emptiness. Pompey, Farrar wrote, was blind
to the unseen presence worshiped in that
space. Likewise, Darwin’s discoveries had
revealed nature, not filled with idols of
shrines and schools visible to theologians,
but with a universal presence revealed in
many ways, most of all in the large-hearted

goodness of humanity. Discoveries Darwin
made with his ‘‘innate love of truth and
hatred of sham’’ belonged to continuing
progress in knowledge and unselfishness,
and ‘‘the survival of the fittest may so be
used as to act like a moral lever for the eleva-
tion of all mankind’’ (Farrar 1893: 298–304).

Bellah has a sense of the religious awe that
emptiness can inspire, as in the negative the-
ology of Christianity and in Buddhism
(p. 12). One eloquent aspect of the intricate
intellectual structure in this book is the spaces
he has left empty. For example, so far as I can
tell, there is not one reference to a woman, or
to women, in this binary account of religion
in evolution, though human evolution has
occurred through sexual reproduction. Bellah
also marginalizes emotion, though sexual
reproduction has commonly been of a piece
with visceral emotion, and religion without
emotion is a pale thing. This book is the direct
result of thirteen years’ research and consul-
tation. It completes and crowns a vision Bel-
lah expressed in an article nearly fifty years
ago, at the beginning of his career. Since
that publication, he has indefatigably pur-
sued analyses of religion and evolution (Bel-
lah 1964). The spaces he has left are sure to
have been calculated with the rest of the
architectonic structure.

Religion in Human Evolution: From the
Paleolithic to the Axial Age, by Robert N.
Bellah. Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2011. 746pp. $39.95
cloth. ISBN: 9780674061439.
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Bellah’s title indicates the almost border-
less scope of his study and of the cosmopoli-
tanism which he calls ‘‘religion.’’ In a titanic
project of pattern discernment, he has under-
taken to reduce to theory the shapeless
complexities in the two-millenium long for-
mation of separate world religions in Israel,
Greece, China, and India. His object was
a schematic theory of religion as a result
and propellant of human evolution. To that
end, he developed a comparative method.
Straightforward as they may seem, the first
four words of his title, Religion in Human Evo-
lution, are freighted with ambivalences, intri-
cacies, conundrums, and risks of his
undertaking. This cargo is also evidence of
Bellah’s uncommon sophistication. In the
spirit of this journal, designed to ‘‘incite con-
versations across sociology’’ but going
beyond sociology, it is as well to say that
my academic field is European intellectual
history and that I serve as a priest in the
Episcopal Church.

My first obligation in writing this review is
to express my very great admiration for
Bellah’s achievement in conceiving and
bringing to term so vast a project. As a human
document, his book is no less full of
pitfalls and hazards than other travelers’
adventures—Canoeing the Congo for example
or Walking the Gobi: A 1600-Mile Trek Across
a Desert of Hope and Despair (Harwood 2012;
Thayer 2008). As I read Religion in Human
Evolution, I kept wondering what had prov-
en so compelling in this task as to hold Bel-
lah’s sustained and intense devotion for
thirteen years and more, at a season in his
life when his doorposts are hung with lau-
rels and the clatter of time’s chariot inter-
feres with other, more cherished sounds. It
is hard to keep the creative flame alive. All
the great religious events—‘‘breakthroughs’’
—essential to the narrative Bellah constructs,
all, he judges, ended in failure. The ‘‘trium-
phalism’’ in any theory of progress toward
a glorious climax in the living present is
not for him. In the light of the horrors he
has seen in his own lifetime, he now per-
ceives an engulfing crisis of incoherence
and affirms that the hour is already very
late in an ‘‘extinction event’’ caused by
human action (pp. xix, xxiv, 282, 600–602).
And yet, failure is not defeat. Bellah also pla-
ces abiding hope in the widening of human

capacities through the still vibrant legacies
of the four ‘‘axial religions,’’ hope for a ‘‘fun-
damental human equality and a ‘‘universal
ethics’’ enacted with reason and empathy,
hope that human evolution will produce,
not strife, but a harmony of scientific and
humanistic understanding as a fruit of
Darwin’s idea of natural selection. Biological
evolution is very slow, he wrote, but cultural
evolution can be extremely fast (pp. 49,
112–113). With Religion in Human Evolution,
Bellah embraced the creative risk of failure
himself in his undertaking to fuel the devel-
opment for his grandchildren and their
grandchildren of a civilization undefined
by its otherness and unbounded by neigh-
boring cultures, as historical cultures hereto-
fore have been, but universal and entirely
and simply human.

His title has little to do with formal, institu-
tional religions and their rivalries, or with
their diverse theologies, or with the secular
cult he gave once and for all the name ‘‘civil
religion.’’ At first glance, his vision of cultures
adhering peacefully to a plurality of religions
might seem to be a very old one. In the late
Roman Empire, Symmachus (ca. 304–402),
a distinguished representative of the pagans
in the Roman Senate, argued against the
effort of Christians, led by Bishop Ambrose
of Milan, to prevail upon emperors of their
faith to batten an intolerant Christian
monopoly of religion on the whole Empire.
Symmachus urged the emperors to uphold
long-standing precedent and allow the
cities—including Rome—the customs and
gods of their ancestors. All peoples, he wrote,
lived under the same heavens, watched the
same stars, inhabited the same earth. All pla-
ces were full of God. ‘‘What difference does it
make,’’ he asked, ‘‘how each one of us seeks
the truth? For there is no one way to so great
a secret’’ (Memorial, cc 6, 10, 17).

Instructively, while Bellah advocated reli-
gious pluralism as ‘‘a new point of view,’’
esteeming ‘‘all religions on their own terms,’’
he included Symmachus’ argument among
defective stances (p. 603). For Bellah’s ‘‘reli-
gion in human evolution’’ had nothing to
do with mystery or God. It was defined
by the distinctive capacities of humanity—‘‘
how we are really different from all other
creatures,’’ particularly in powers of cogni-
tion (pp. xiv, 13, 83, 101). These capacities
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originally developed from single-cell organ-
isms, establishing our kinship with all life.
They were enhanced as the mammalian spe-
cies developed, especially distinctive aspects
of play and parental care which kindled
moral consciousness and fellow feeling (pp.
44–49, 69–70, 89–90, 111). They continue to
develop in the continual reflex of biology
and culture.

Cosmopolitanism abandons an intimate,
exclusive, ‘‘loving no others’’ visceral com-
mitment, and supplants it with affective
distance of interest, sympathy, and even
enjoyment. Some such sincere, but con-
ditional, engagement is present in Bellah’s
recollection of how he moved from culture
to culture in preparing Religion in Human
Evolution. ‘‘I have become involved with
many of the stories I recount to the point of
at least partial conversion.. I found myself
morose as I completed each chapter, having
come to live in a world I didn’t want to leave
but wanted to go on learning about’’ (p. 45).
A celebrated parallel in Christian tradition
was the cosmopolitanized Jewish king
Agrippa, who exclaimed to the Apostle
Paul, a prisoner preaching before him: ‘‘a lit-
tle more, and your arguments would make
a Christian of me!’’ (Acts 26:28). Bellah’s
‘‘partial’’ and Agrippa’s ‘‘almost’’ lack the
note of what one of Bellah’s teachers, the
theologian Paul Tillich, called ‘‘ultimate con-
cern’’ and lay, not in any one religion but in
it, or behind, them all. Bellah’s ‘‘partial’’ car-
ries the ‘‘disengaged knowing’’ he attributes
to the ‘‘renouncer,’’ a paradigmatic ‘‘axial
personality,’’ who withdraws into theory
(p. 596; for a qualification of this disengage-
ment, see p. 46). The unnamed objective is
served by ‘‘learning more about myself,
and the world I live in,’’ by ‘‘shaping’’
one’s own understanding to the vision
of a ‘‘modest, even practical, utopia’’ (cf.
pp. 46, 593).

Given Bellah’s title, it is well to remember
Stephen Jay Gould’s clarification that Darwin
himself deliberately abstained from using the
word ‘‘evolution,’’ most glaringly of all in The
Origin of Species. For it had been pre-empted
by others to denote development following
a predictable course, a pattern directly anti-
thetic to ‘‘his own revolutionary mechanism
of change—the hypothesis of natural selec-
tion.’’ He did not wish to use a vocabulary

that would confuse the random, accidental,
and unpredestined workings of natural
selection with conceptions of a process ‘‘of
unfolding an inherent potential’’ (Gould
2011: esp. 242–243). One of Bellah’s signifi-
cant achievements is to hybridize, not with-
out paradox, the accidental in Darwin’s
theory of natural selection with the ‘‘unfold-
ing of an inherent potential’’ which Darwin
had rejected.

Evidently, Bellah’s task was a challenging
and elaborate one of pattern recognition on
which through the ages people have been
impassioned beyond reason to sacrifice
everything, not only in religious warfare. I
have found a three-ply handle on that recog-
nition. Here are my not altogether whimsical
headings:

(1) how we ‘‘plug’’ something unfamiliar
or imperfectly known by inventing or
imagining associations with what we
do know or think we know for sure,

(2) how things we look at without notic-
ing might as well not be there, since
they are hidden in plain sight, and

(3) how cultural evolution comes, not
through the discoveries of great, soli-
tary individuals, but through stam-
peding herds.

Discerning Patterns: An Elephant in the
Dark

A parable attributed to the Buddha has lived
and flourished in many variations. The Bud-
dha said that a king gathered all his blind
subjects, divided them into teams, and
assigned each team to examine one part of
an elephant (Keown 1996: 1). From their
observations of that one part, they were to
describe the whole figure. From feeling one
part, each team formed a picture of the
whole entirely different from all the others.
Every team thought it had the right solution.
The king’s experiment ended with a fight of
each against all. (In some versions, the sub-
jects of the experiment are sighted men in
the dark, or six blind men from Hindustan.)
Bellah follows Darwin in removing God
from patterning evolution, and in placing
theology and cult, as Darwin had written,
‘‘in the mind of man [after] he has been
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elevated by long-continued culture’’ (Dar-
win 1871: 1242).

Bellah’s book has a basic link with the
Buddha’s parable of people at each other’s
throats, each faction defending its blind
hypotheses as the only truth. Writing about
the early modern era in Germany, one author
referred to this state of affairs in words I ren-
der as ‘‘the bloodlust’’ of ‘‘confessional xeno-
phobia’’ (Kittsteiner 1991: 124–135). Bellah’s
whole argument rejects the flinty assertion
by religious communities of their exclusive
monopolies on truth. Though he does not
say so, his conclusion that the source of reli-
gion was in the biological evolution of the
human race from single-cell organisms on
means that denying religious orthodoxy to
unbelievers or wrong-believers could
amount to denying their humanity—and, so
far as you were concerned, degrading them
to brute animals. In this sense, as one of Igna-
zio Silone’s characters said: ‘‘The chief thing
is to accustom yourself to living again among
human beings, I mean among Christians’’
(Silone 1942: 43).

How did Bellah frame a picture of religion,
such a ‘‘great unknown,’’ in the primal froth
from which humanity came? No reliable
observer was there to observe the moment
when thought was born. What associations
could he draw with the part of the elephant
he could feel in the dark?

The century and one-half between the pub-
lications of The Voyage of the Beagle and Reli-
gion in Human Evolution would in any case
account for considerable differences in per-
spective between them. However, one most
conspicuous difference has less to do with
changing times than with the quite disparate
natures of the authors’ basic sources and the
methods in which Darwin and Bellah
extracted overarching explanatory theories
from them. On Darwin’s side stands the
mountainous accumulation of actual speci-
mens from every level of existence over (as
he thought) numerous millennia, largely
materials which he himself had assembled
in the field and sorted. On Bellah’s side
stands a voluminous body of written materi-
als read by Bellah—above all in the four
chapters on axial religions—through the bor-
rowed lenses of chosen experts.

Beyond question, natural sciences and his-
tory (or ethnology) differ in the methods and

objectives of study. In every sense, Bellah was
‘‘true to [his] calling’’ (p. 45). But Darwin rec-
ognized the continental divide between his
source base and labor of rationalization and
the path of creation so much later followed
in Bellah’s calling when he wrote, ‘‘ a number
of isolated facts soon becomes uninteresting,
[and] the habit of comparison leads to gener-
alization’’ (Darwin 1845: 431). By contrast
with Plato, Aristotle—for Bellah ‘‘the founder
of sociology’’ (p. 595) could not read one
swallow, or day, or a few of them, as making
a spring (Aristotle 1999: 1.1098a, p. 9).

Like Darwin, Bellah located human biolog-
ical evolution in the whole range of animate
and inanimate nature, with discoveries of
linkages and interdependence. And still,
Bellah knew in ways unanticipated by Dar-
win, biological evolution accounted only par-
tially for capacities and functions, and many
essentials and distinctive enlargements of
human capacities came through cultural evo-
lution. Integrating cultural and biological evo-
lution, Bellah constructed his own method of
pattern discernment, an elaborate theoretical
tool which he called a ‘‘metanarrative,’’ center-
ing upon evolution, ‘‘the only shared metanar-
rative among educated people of all cultures
that we have’’ (p. 600).

In the admirable self-awareness character-
istic of his entire book Bellah wrote of how,
with great labor and concentration, he
extracted the outline of his method from
the vast and intricately jumbled archeolog-
ical levels of distant history. Whether select-
ing and analyzing original materials or
currents in contemporary scholarship, he
relied on the experts, adjudicated by his
own professional judgment. How was he
to hold to the anchor of ‘‘historical reality’’
(pp. 283–284)?

His primary borrowing, and the most
essential to the construction of his method
of pattern discernment, was Karl Jaspers’ cel-
ebrated theory of an axial period, which, in
Jaspers’ interpretation, served all humanity
as a shared historical frame of reference. In
this way, Bellah was laying claim to part of
his direct intellectual legacy. Jaspers was
a teacher of Bellah’s teacher, Talcott Parsons,
and his conception of a period of radical
social breakdown and reconstruction from
which a small number of ‘‘seedbed societies’’
for world history emerged, served as a strong
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nucleus for the metanarrative he eventually
set forth in Religion in Human Evolution.

In view of his ideal of religious plurality,
some readers will not readily understand
Bellah’s statement that Jaspers developed
his conception of axiality by ‘‘taking the
Christian idea of Jesus Christ as the ‘axis’ of
history and generalizing it to include the oth-
er great traditions of that early period’’ (pp.
603–604). It is true that, while he set aside
the theological Jesus, Jaspers counted Jesus
without God or Cross among the great teach-
ers, ‘‘paradigmatic individuals,’’ of the axial
age. He counted Jesus as the last of the major
Hebrew prophets and the one who embodied
most completely the human capacity for self-
transcendence. Both Jaspers and Bellah set
aside theology and its orthodoxies and con-
sidered the truth of religion to be human
truth. But Bellah’s application of Jaspers’ axi-
al model significantly recast it, above all by
adding the dyad of biological and cultural
evolution.

As an anchor in historical reality, Jaspers’
axial age has clarity to commend it but its val-
ue is more heuristic than historical. Its claim
as a handle on historical reality has long
and often been contested, notably by histori-
ans. Bellah’s reliance on the judgments of
others in constructing his method of pattern
discernment entails taking acknowledged
risks. The primary risk in adopting Jaspers’
axiality was that the pattern he eventually
constructed could be vitiated from the
beginning by circularity, unfolding his meta-
narrative as variations on Jaspers’ theme.
Moreover, as Bellah acknowledged, the axial
age lent itself to an intrinsic circularity. For
the people who called it axial were those for
whom it was axial. The term and the concept
were ‘‘culturally autobiographical,’’ and ‘‘it is
all too easy to read. . . our own presupposi-
tions’’ into the evidence under review (pp.
272–282). Indeed, the four chapters on
paradigmatic axial societies (Israel, Greece,
China, and India) composed as instruments
of comparative analysis, actually exhibit idio-
syncracies enough to query the parallelisms
drawn among incomparables (cf. p. 266,
‘‘definitional issues’’).

The apparent axiality of the four religions
exactingly analyzed by Bellah was not
formed in the exceedingly long age which
Jaspers named ‘‘axial’’ (the first millennium

B.C.E., or more narrowly, 800–200 B.C.E.). In
every case, the perception of axiality came
by hindsight, some centuries afterwards,
after failure, reinvention, assimilation to
new social orders, and in some instances, dis-
placement: in other words, by entirely new
inculturalizations. Such were all the condi-
tions that did create the conceptual pos-
sibility of axiality in modern times—the
reconstitution of Hebrew and Greek religion
and philosophy in Christianities of the late
Roman Empire and Barbarian Europe, the
Confucian ‘‘renaissance’’ beginning under
the T’ang and achieved under the Sung,
and the various permutations of Vedism,
including the migration of Buddhisms out
of India.

Does the little word ‘‘if’’—‘‘if there was an
‘axial breakthrough’ in Israel’’ (p. 313) indi-
cate an authorial doubt? How can the reli-
gions and philosophies in these chapters be
considered members of the same or similar
category of moral systems, except perhaps
in the light of Jaspers’ ‘‘philosophical faith’’?
The ‘‘insight of faith,’’ Jaspers wrote, ‘‘is rea-
son which fills [an abstract idea].with a fun-
damentally human consciousness of Being’’
(Jaspers 1966: 99).

In accounting for his theoretical point of
view, Bellah emphasized his place in the
intellectual lineage of Durkheim (pp. 484–
485). For our grasp of his method of pattern
discernment, Jaspers’ axiality, along with
Durkheim’s lineage, is a good reminder of
substantial elements from North German
Liberal Lutheranism in some of its late-
nineteenth and early-twentieth century man-
ifestations, many of them leading to radical
de-mythologization. Though Jewish, Dur-
kheim himself was deeply marked during
his studies in Germany by that legacy, which
also came to Bellah directly, in different ways,
from each member of the trinity of powerful
teachers he records in this book: Talcott
Parsons, Wilfred Cantwell Smith, and Paul
Tillich. Each of these men achieved innova-
tions within and against the tradition of Lib-
eral German Lutheranism which Bellah
digested and wove together into something
else important and all his own. Each also
relayed to Bellah what he had received and
redeployed by challenging authority daily
as academics in public life, thereby perform-
ing social functions which in Religion in
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Human Evolution Bellah ascribes to axial
personalities.

Few of these connections appear to have
had such decisive effect on Bellah as Weber’s
idealization of Calvinism, ‘‘ascetic Protestant-
ism,’’ as the great spur of rationalization in
European society through economic and
social theory. Calvinist rationalization of
social and personal life proved to be the stan-
dard ‘‘against which all other religions were
to be measured and found wanting, begin-
ning with Catholicism, but then going on to
the religions of China and India.’’ As Bellah
observes, Weber was repelled by Calvinism’s
lack of the general spirit of universal brother-
hood exemplified by ‘‘Jesus, Francis [of
Assisi] and the Buddha.’’ And yet, Bellah
continued, Weber valued ‘‘the spread of
rationalization throughout human life’’ as
a step forward for humanity. In Religion in
Human Evolution, it was the step in Bellah’s
narrative from which he moved to greet
the general acceptance in the twentieth cen-
tury of ‘‘religious pluralism as our destiny’’
(pp. xxvi, 112–113, 484–485, 603–605). Some-
thing of Weber’s famous ‘‘Protestant ethic’’
may actually ferment in Bellah’s sense of
standing ‘‘true to [his] calling’’ in this book
(p. 45).

It is difficult for me, nearly an octogenarian
as I am, to understand how an actual octoge-
narian could subscribe to the axiom, ‘‘nothing
is ever lost.’’ Not only does Bellah subscribe
to it, but he makes it a dominant premise of
this book. A defining application comes in
his strong development of the theory that,
in the evolution of human capacities, ontoge-
ny recapitulates phylogeny: namely, that the
development of cognition in childhood reca-
pitulates the long biological history of the
human species, as adapted by cultural practi-
ces and ‘‘our remarkable freedom’’ (pp. 13,
35, 37–40, 83, 84–91, 489). And yet, in grasp-
ing what the statement that ‘‘nothing is ever
lost’’ means for Bellah, it is helpful to recog-
nize the convergence of intellectual legacies
from which he unfolded his method of recog-
nizing patterns. They set some major associa-
tions he used to imagine a whole elephant
from what he could feel in the dark. Apart
from biographical interest, they indicate for
whom he wrote the book. His familial use
of the pronoun ‘‘we’’ challenges readers to
ask whether they are included, whether the

axial age is axial for them, and whether ‘‘the
way we understand our lives’’ is their way
(pp. 280, 597–599).

The Unspoken in the Said: The
Elephant in the Room

I have now come to some empty spaces in
the pattern that Bellah composed and that
he left in his story—or metanarrative—of
religion interpenetrating with evolution. In
his meticulously planned book, these appar-
ent vacancies must have functions in his
studied and restudied architectonic design,
like the calculated spaces in an architect’s
blueprint. To take the size of them, I turn to
two further elephantine illustrations: the ele-
phant in the room and the elephant that left
no footprints.

One of Bellah’s profound aphorisms is ‘‘the
self is a telling’’ (p. 35), a still further conci-
sion of his observation that stories are ‘‘the
way we understand our lives,’’ but now
with the important refinement that we are
the stories we take to heart and tell (pp. 35,
45–46, 280). Are we what we perceive, and
as we perceive it? In the long, anguished
backwash of the Reformation, the Anglican
Bishop George Berkeley (1685–1753), debat-
ing scientists, used another elephant by way
of illustrating how we understand. Human
controversies commonly arise, he argued,
because one’s sense of reality depended on
one’s perceptions. He illustrated his axiom
‘‘esse est percipi’’ (‘‘to be is to be perceived’’)
with the hypothesis that some in a room
could perceive an invisible elephant present
with them, and others, not. For the first, the
elephant existed; for the others, it did not.
Like the Buddha’s elephantine parable,
Berkeley’s elephant in the room has experi-
enced many elaborations, generally to indi-
cate how great difficulties, obvious to
some—or even to all—maybe ignored
depending on a group’s proclivities. Wheth-
er the reality were openly acknowledged or
not, perception constituted reality dividing
‘‘we’’ from ‘‘they.’’

Wilfred Cantfield Smith, one of Bellah’s
most revered teachers, wrote emphatically
against the ‘‘we’’/‘‘they’’ distinction, espe-
cially among writers in the field he called
‘‘the comparative history of religion’’ (in the
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singular). The ‘‘we’’-sayers, he wrote, adhered
to European religions, chiefly Christianity, and
those they assigned to the category of ‘‘they’’
lived outside the Christian pale. This division
should cease, he insisted. Writers on religions
should realize that there was only one reli-
gion, and they should speak of all as ‘‘we;’’
for all of us are human beings, ‘‘with no
outsiders and insiders’’ (Cantfield Smith
1981: 125).

Given Bellah’s own religious cosmopoli-
tanism, his use of the ‘‘we’’/‘‘them’’ division
casts the shadow of division that Cantfield
Smith wished to banish. I have already
noticed one point at which what ‘‘we’’ means
for Bellah becomes important: namely, in
accepting axiality for autobiographical rea-
sons. ‘‘The axial age is axial because of what
it has meant to us’’ (p. 282) recasts Berkeley’s
axiom, esse est percipi. The circle is more pre-
cisely defined by the statement that ‘‘we’’ are
‘‘the modern West’’ (p. 606). It is capable of
even closer definition as it is in two passages.
In the first, with marked self-deprecation, he
included himself and his readers as mem-
bers of ‘‘our insanely individualistic Ameri-
can society’’ in need of realizing not only
that empathy was a human trait, but also
that, as evolution unfolded, human beings
and ‘‘other animals’’ had shared the capacity
for empathy ‘‘for over 100 million years’’
(p. 73).

Similarly, he found that, in view of ‘‘our
contemporary, and particularly American,
proclivity to think’’ as ‘‘we’’ do, we must
work hard to enter the perspective of ‘‘the
ancient Israelites’’ (p. 317). Bellah’s own intel-
lectual formation, careers, and achievements,
bearing fruit in the cosmopolitanism of this
book indicate some qualifications on these
comments about North American narrow-
ness. Still, some self-distancing may be due
to precursors of a recent (2012) Gallup Poll
finding that most residents of the United
States hold either to strict Biblical creationism
(no evolution) or to modified creationism
(evolution under the providence of God;
Gallup, Inc. 2012). Bellah’s erudition is so
sweeping that there is no surprise in the con-
fidence he has in ‘‘educated people of all cul-
tures’’ (p. 600). In the stories of four cultures
in the axial age, and in the metanarrative he
extracted from them, the persons who togeth-
er produced ‘‘axial breakthroughs’’ were

members of cultural and social elites, and
affinity of living persons to long-dead ‘‘axial
individuals’’ was one reason why the ‘‘lead-
ing figures’’ in the axial ages were ‘‘still pres-
ent in the lives of any educated person’’
(p. 600). Was Bellah’s subject as well as his
perspective ‘‘the ethos of their dominant clas-
ses’’ (cf. p. 526)? If so, it was not new. A sim-
ilar stance was advanced by Jaspers in his
concept of axiality, and in his hopes for
a new axial period arising in his own day.

Despite the value he places on human egal-
itarianism, Bellah has little to say about the
perennial disparities in religions between
the ‘‘wise’’ and the ‘‘simple,’’ the ‘‘literate’’
and the ‘‘unlettered,’’ the ‘‘enlightened’’ and
the ‘‘superstitious,’’ or the ruling and the
laboring orders. Religious pluralism, a dis-
course of many voices, is the norm within
both philosophical and worshiping commu-
nities, most flamboyantly among Christian-
ities almost from their very origin. To be
sure, in the vision he calls ‘‘utopian,’’ Bellah’s
profound aspiration is that the interplay of
religion and evolution will leave pluralism
and replace intramural as well as intermural
rejections with moral wide-heartedness, and
Heraclitus’s axiom—‘‘strife is the father of
all things’’—will have seen its day (cf. p. 587).

In fact, numerous figures hulk about, like
elephants in the room, seen plain as day but
hardly mentioned, if at all. Such is Bellah’s
intense focus on moral independence of
‘‘the axial individual’’ that accounting for
free choice largely edges aside the efforts of
paradigmatic individuals in encounters with
communal or specifically institutional
restraints to win, evade, or accommodate
themselves to circumstances. As character-
ized in the Apology, Socrates deliberately
practiced his calling as a social critic without
flurry, even covertly, for many years, know-
ing that the Athenians were likely to kill
him for forthrightness. Though Bellah men-
tions the eventual trial and execution of Soc-
rates, it would have been helpful for him to
mention Socrates’ survival strategy and, in
his discussion of the Myth of the Cave, to
add a word about Plato’s certainty that the
ignorant many would hate and aim to kill
the enlightened individual (pp. 398–391,
577, 581). He does chillingly write of the
live burial of the whole company of Confu-
cians by the victorious tyrant, Qin
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Shihuangdi (221 B.C.E.), and the death pen-
alty imposed for nostalgic reminiscences of
Confucian philosophy and order (p. 477).

In his necessarily brief and condensed
anticipation of a later study extending the
story of religion in evolution toward the pres-
ent time, Bellah has identified some turning
points. Here too the power of axial religion
to convince was constrained. True it may be
that ‘‘when the traditions of axial Israel
came together in a strange love-hate relation
with the traditions of axial Greece, the result
was, to more than a small degree, and for
evil as well as good, the world we have,’’
with ‘‘much of Greek culture and Greek
thought surviv[ing] inside the church’’
(p. 398). Indisputably, too, in their own partic-
ular amalgams of piety, Christians of the
strictest persuasions proved intolerant of
Christians in other amalgams, and of pagan-
isms as well. Yet, instead of writing of a mono-
lithic ‘‘church’’ as ‘‘intolerant,’’ it would be
more accurate to remember that the multiple
fusions of ancient traditions into Christian-
ities took place within and thanks to the stud-
ied tolerance of the Roman Empire, which
imprinted its own character on the evolution
of Christianities even as it persecuted them.
Again, in assessing the assumptions by ‘‘ear-
ly modern thinkers’’ of ‘‘the superiority of
Christianity to all other religions,’’ notably
the distinct preference of Kant and Hegel
for ‘‘Protestant Christianity,’’ it would be
accurate to note that enforced religious con-
formity was the norm in early modern
Europe, and—as for Kant and Hegel—that
sectarian orthodoxy, differently defined,
could be and often was savagely enforced
in German schools and universities. At no
time known to me did practitioners of reli-
gion escape their passions, least of all by
sanctifying them. When stifled, the passions
burned hotter.

Religion Embodied In Flesh and Blood:
The Elephant’s Invisible Footprints

Bellah’s concentration on exceptional indi-
viduals, elite classes, and utopias which
failed illustrates by contrast the superior sur-
vival rate of species over individuals, both in
religion and in evolution. An Italian Jesuit of
the seventeenth century, intensely and long

engaged in what he considered the
re-Christianization of Europe found that
the great masses of people did not quickly
absorb his teachings. Repetition was what
won the day. ‘‘The huge bulk of an elephant,’’
he wrote, ‘‘leaves no mark on stones it walks
over only once. And yet, even ants, by con-
stantly rubbing as they come and go over
a rock, wear it away’’ (Pinamonti 1695: n. p.).

Biological and cultural evolution are neces-
sary counterpoises for Bellah, though every-
thing depends on physical existence and the
embodied capacities. Darwin never wavered
from the fact that biological evolution was
a matter of flesh and blood, a level of being
above which theory danced. He observed
what evolution made obvious: that biological
change was a phenomenon of large classes,
species, and that it took place slowly and by
imperfect stages over long, geological ages
through natural selection in individuals. To
sustain the species ‘‘in many organic beings,’’
he added, ‘‘a cross between two individuals
is an obvious necessity for each birth; in
many others it occurs perhaps only at long
intervals; but in none, as I suspect, can self-
fertilization go on for perpetuity.’’ Thus, in
most species including the human, sexual
selection was prerequisite to natural selection
and to the development of particular mental
faculties of human beings including the intel-
lect, speech (and language), moral qualities,
and conscience (Darwin 1871: 504, 514,
1239–1243).

These faculties enabled human beings to
look backward reflecting on their actions, to
look forward to future actions, and when dis-
satisfied with the past, to change in prepara-
tion for the future, thus modifying instincts to
be followed. By comparison, Darwin
thought, sexual selection had done nothing
in the ‘‘lower divisions of the animal king-
dom,’’ which consequently lacked the possi-
bility for moral progress. ‘‘The advantages
which favored males have derived from con-
quering other males in battle or courtship,
and thus leaving a numerous progeny, have
been in the long run greater than those
derived from rather more perfect adaptation
to the external conditions of life. The power
to charm the female has been in some few
instances more important than the power to
conquer other males in battle’’ (Darwin
1871: 936).
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Evolution worked according to what
Darwin called ‘‘laws of inheritance,’’ process-
es by which heritable traits were transmitted
through ‘‘the act of reproduction.’’ The ‘‘prin-
ciples of breeding and inheritance,’’ Darwin
knew, were in his day imperfectly under-
stood, but he plainly saw that, in hidden
ways, the law of genetic options could be
latent in individuals until a certain time in
life, or in descent groups across generations
until the necessary conditions were achieved
(Darwin 1871: 936–937, 1244, 1247). Unprece-
dented light on the workings of the laws of
genetic inheritance, and thus on biological
evolution, was cast by the discovery of the
structure of DNA by James Watson, Francis
Crick, and Rosalind Franklin, with the collab-
oration of Maurice Wilkins (1953).

The absence of women from Religion in
Human Evolution may conform with Bellah’s
concentration on religion as an intellectual
abstraction, or rather as a universal, biologi-
cally generated instinct. However, their
omission casts evolution as a single-sex phe-
nomenon. By grounding evolutionary muta-
tions in cultural evolution, one inevitably
grounds it in historical experience, which
means human reproduction grounded in
sex—what Darwin called a ‘‘cross between
two individuals.’’ The next step deeper into
historical reality would seem to explore
how societies and cultures regulated human
reproduction with a view toward their own
survival and ascendency. Indeed, this would
appear prerequisite to elucidating how reli-
gion and evolution had woven and would
weave themselves into one dynamic.

As an illustration, the instance of Hebrew
history will serve, rich as it is in the interac-
tion of men and women, primarily through
marriage, as a creative force in collective reli-
gious commitment, in some instances sus-
taining it, in others subverting. The basket
of 100 Philistine foreskins which Saul
demanded from David as the only acceptable
bride-price for his daughter, Michal (who
was already married to a man who loved
her) is a powerful indicator of the underlying
intensity of awareness that individual pair-
ings shaped collective dedication (1. Samuel
18:25–27; 2. Samuel 3:14. Cf. also the atrocities
in Judges 20–21.). Michal’s finicky attempt to
correct what she considered David’s insouci-
ance in dancing unclothed before the

servants of his servants, not to mention the
sacred Ark of the Covenant, ended in the
divine curse of her sterility (2. Samuel 6:20–
23). Still, in other better considered familial
crises, the correction of men by women
proved normative, from Zipporah’s direct
action in setting Moses to rights on circumci-
sion to the anonymous mother who cor-
ralled her seven sons with her into
martyrdom against the apostasy of
Antiochus IV Epiphanes (2. Maccabees 8).

Abraham had many descendants other
than the Israelites, including the Ishmaelites
and the lineages of his six children by
Keturah. In her practice of circumcision,
Zipporah, Moses’ Midianite wife, was true
to her descent from Abraham and Keturah,
not, among the Israelites from Abraham
and Sarah. To distinguish Israelites from oth-
er Abrahamic peoples, Israelite descent was
counted through female lines. This reckon-
ing, exemplified by Zipporah, provides
some clarification of a significant unclarity
posed by Bellah. Writing of parallels among
his four axial traditions, he remarked that
the similarities went beyond parallelism.
Jewish and Greek traditions were known to
have converged, and he proposed that Chi-
nese and Indic traditions had ‘‘probably’’
also come with them into a four-fold encoun-
ter ‘‘though the connections.are hard to
determine, but in subsequent history they
all deeply influenced each other’’ (pp. 595–
596).

On the non-global scale of Egypt and the
Sinai desert, the marriage of Zipporah and
Moses illustrates intermarriage as one con-
duit of religious commitments, not only
from one marriage partner to another, but
across cultures. The marriage did not last.
When Moses sent Zipporah and their
two sons away, they returned to Jethro, Zip-
porah’s father, the priest of Midian. Jethro
went with the three refugees to Moses.
According to the narrative in Exodus, after
he heard how God displayed his immense
power destroying Pharaoh ‘‘for Israel’s
sake,’’ Jethro spoke no more of family mat-
ters. He recognized the Lord as greater than
all gods. He sacrificed to the God of Israel
and, the priest of Midian, broke bread with
Aaron, the priest of Israel. Seeing the ruinous
disarray of Moses’ leadership, Jethro
changed the course of history, setting before
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Moses a gift beyond price, an entirely new
and effective polity for the Israelites, all of
which Moses instituted. Then Jethro went
home (Exodus 18).

Marriage outside the lineage of Israel, and
the institutional, intellectual, and affective
changes it introduced into that lineage pro-
duced many results challenging and some-
times fiercely condemned by the prophetic
and dissenting tradition accepted by Bellah
as axial. However, it continued most trium-
phantly in the marriage of Esther to the
King of Persia, and most problematically in
political unions within Israel itself, such as
those of David and Solomon with foreign
wives and concubines, including those taken
as the spoils of war. Here, there is a two-fold
clue wider than exogamy to intercultural con-
vergences: namely, captivity and slavery.
Unlike individual marriages, this dyad
entailed displacement of large populations.

The Egyptian and Babylonian captivities
removed the Israelites from their homeland
into hostile alien environments, rendering
the Israelites vulnerable for long periods to
the religious usages as well as to the mockery
of alien cultures. The privileged positions
enjoyed by Moses (for a time) and Joseph in
Egypt, and characterized by the author of
the book of Daniel demonstrate that some
captives could move under sufferance in the
highest levels of alien societies. The author
of the book of Ezra recalled with vehement
bitterness, shame, and grief how eminent
Israelites, including their priests and Levites,
returned from captivity in Babylon to Jerusa-
lem flaunting by their foreign wives and
sons’ wives the faithlessness with which
‘‘the holy seed ha[d] mixed itself with the
people of the lands. Throughout the history
of their people, he wrote, they had luxuriated
in the abominations of the peoples—from the
Egyptians on through the many tribes who
originally inhabited the Promised Land.
God had punished the guilt of these old
abominations with the crowning chastise-
ment in Babylon, leaving only a remnant
untainted to achieve the redemption of Israel.
Making a list of all the men who had married
foreign women in Babylon took one month
(Ezra 9:1–10:16).

Slavery widens the range and magnitude
of intercultural convergences beyond what
can even be hinted here. But I hope the little

that I have said has indicated the plausibility
in giving their true to collective changes in
religious commitment, slow and fitful as
some of them may be, in the evolution of
what Darwin called ‘‘social instincts,’’ includ-
ing sympathy, ‘‘primarily gained, as in the
case of the lower animals, through natural
selection’’ (Darwin 1871: 1240–1242). There
are many points in Bellah’s account at which
the choice to omit women would appear to
have been conscious. For example, his
acknowledgements of intellectual obligations
to Max Weber must also implicitly have been
homages to Marianne Weber, not only
because of her essential contributions to
her husband’s thinking and to the preserva-
tion and publication of his writings, but also
because her own writings, now classics in
women’s history, and her political activism
certify her as a prime example of Bellah’s ‘‘axi-
al individual’’ in modern times. His com-
ments on Greek drama, condensed as they
are, would have gained in historical reality
by reference to portrayals of women. At one
point, for example, he refers to Zeus’ weary
dismissal of human folly exemplified in the
senseless, suicidal heroism of Patroklus, using
Homer’s words to contrast Greek and Hebrew
conceptions of relations between the divine
and human beings: ‘‘Nothing is more wretch-
ed than a man, of all things that breathe and
move upon the earth’’ (pp. 325–326, citing an
earlier citation; cf. Fagels 1990: 457, Iliad
17.514–516). Zeus’ boredom with self-preen-
ing extravagances of male vanity and
destructiveness lacks reference to abstract
morality, to justice and selflessness.

Another celebrated line in Athenian trage-
dy does serve Bellah’s profile of religion and
axiality; here, what are called axiality and
religion are personified in a woman. Like
Patroklus, Antigone embraces death, but
her cause is the vindication of piety. She is
intent on burying her brother, Polynices,
killed in rebellion against their uncle, Creon,
and left by him for carrion-eaters. No one,
Creon ordered, was to lament Polynices or
give him burial on pain of death. As Antigo-
ne moved toward performing the customary
rituals, the Chorus greets her: ‘‘Wonders are
many on earth, and the greatest of these/Is
man./ O wondrous subtlety of man, that
draws/To good or evil ways! Great honor is
given/And power to him who upholdeth
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his country’s laws/And the justice of heav-
en’’ (Watling 1947: 135–136, Antigone, ll.332–
335, 363–366).

In evolutionary time, Darwin’s funeral was
not at all long ago. Bellah’s antecedents,
Weber and Durkheim were young men
when Darwin was carried from the Chapel
of St. Faith to his grave in Westminster Abbey,
and Jaspers and Tillich were born soon after-
wards. Analogies between physical and psy-
chic mutations in human being were already
drawn then, and it is striking to find parallels
between what drove Farrar, the prime mover
behind the funeral, and Bellah, in his book,
both of them brave quests for wisdom. Let
us return briefly to Farrar’s funeral sermon.
He had many strengths, above all in educa-
tional reform. He had crossed Darwin’s
path when he championed removing the
classics from the center of public school edu-
cation and replacing them with a new curric-
ulum geared to modern science. Farrar
himself had suffered under the discipline of
rote memorization and imitation of ancient
authors from long-dead civilizations, which
he thought ‘‘almost abysmally useless.’’ He
pressed his case in lecture, at the Royal Soci-
ety (1887) no less, realizing that he was asking
as he had in other causes for ‘‘ridicule and
anathema,’’ and being ‘‘howled at as a hope-
less Philistine by all who were stereotyped in
the old classical system.’’ He was ready to
pay the cost in hope of eventually winning
the days ahead for ‘‘new truths,’’ calling for
reform in the ‘‘intellectual development’’ of
the young.

He understood that changing the collective
consciousness came by continual movements
of multitudes—of ants in our exemplum
from the seventeenth century—rather than
by the majestic progress of a few great fig-
ures. He was gratified to receive a letter
from Darwin, who remembered his own
time as a schoolboy at Shrewsbury, ‘‘under
a great scholar, Dr. Butler.’’ Darwin was not
drawn to the classics. He spent his time
‘‘reading and experimenting in chemistry.’’
When the result was clear, Dr. Butler ‘‘public-
ly sneered at me before the whole school,’’
Darwin wrote, ‘‘for such a gross waste of
time.’’ He thanked Farrar for his outspoken-
ness and encouraged him to continue. A
decade later, Farrar remarked on the change
that had been brought about. In earlier

days, he remembered, the name for chemis-
try in public school jargon was ‘‘Stinks,’’
and Darwin’s nickname at Shrewsbury was
‘‘Gas.’’ But in 1897, every large school offered
education in rational science (Farrar 1897:
140–144).

Darwin’s death triggered these associa-
tions. ‘‘For years,’’ Farrar recalled, ‘‘bigotry
and ignorance poured out their scorn,’’ on
Darwin, reviling him as a materialist. But
there was ‘‘scarcely a region of animate or
inanimate nature on which his genius [had]
not poured a flood of light.’’ The effect of
his discoveries had enlivened ‘‘the whole sys-
tem of thought and education.’’ Correspond-
ingly, the honesty, human warmth, and
completeness of his thought infused educa-
tion with his own loving study even of
the lowliest ‘‘despised creatures of God’’
with which humanity was interdependent.
Darwin’s work did not detract from sincere
and holy worship. ‘‘It does not mean that
we have a fainter faith; it does mean that
we have a larger charity.’’ With ‘‘noble
patience and reticence,’’ Darwin ‘‘had borne
the savage and tumultuous attacks of hosts
of ecclesiastical enemies.’’ ‘‘He suffered fools
gladly.’’ As for the scorners and detractors,
Farrar said: ‘‘God is larger than the Churches.
His heart is wider than the heart of theolo-
gians. Faith lives; it is only the spirit of the
Inquisition that has died.’’ ‘‘We go to the Bible
for religion, not for science’’ (Farrar 1893:
296–304–306). It was natural that Farrar
wanted Darwin’s body—the body of one
who had been ‘‘an honor to his age’’—to be
buried in the Abbey. He would rather take
his chances on a future life ‘‘with such
a man as Charles Darwin’’ than with those
who, despite professions of faith, displayed
little love of truth and the opposites of basic
Christian virtues (Farrar 1897: 142, 148–149).

Farrar observed that truth often won its
way rapidly, ‘‘so that the heresy of yesterday
becomes the superstition of today’’ (Farrar
1893: 305). Bellah hybridized slow-moving
biological evolution with cultural evolution,
which could move quickly. His learned and
courageous book is a measure of what has
been gained in this interweaving, of what
remains to be done, and of the hope ahead.
I cannot help remembering Dante’s account
of how Ulysses had called his friends togeth-
er when they had all grown ‘‘old and slow,’’
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and urged them to undertake one more
adventure. ‘‘Brothers,’’ he said, ‘‘To this short
vigil which is all there is/Remaining to our
senses, do not deny experience./Consider
then the race from which you have
sprung:/You were not made to live like ani-
mals,/But to pursue virtue and know the
world’’ (Sisson 1993: 158, Divine Comedy,
Inferno 26.112–120).
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Das Ewig-weibliche: A reply to Karl Morrison

ROBERT N. BELLAH

I am extremely grateful to Karl Morrison for
this extended consideration of my recent
book. I found it most interesting and I
learned much from it. I was fascinated to
learn of Frederick William Farrar, Dean of
Westminster Abbey, of whom I had not pre-
viously heard, who so carefully arranged the
grand funeral and interment in the Abbey of
Charles Darwin, and whose remarks at the
funeral became the basis of a book about
Darwin. I am, as is Professor Morrison,
a practicing Episcopalian (though I am not,
as he is, a priest), so this historic moment is
especially close to home in terms of our
denominational affiliation. But Farrar’s
actions and words transcend the world of
Anglicanism. They give powerful evidence
that the ‘‘culture war’’ between science and
religion, or, more particularly, between Dar-
winism and Christianity, was overcome, at
least by some, during Darwin’s own life-
time, for Farrar’s understanding and sympa-
thy for Darwin clearly preceded the latter’s
death.

In spite of the many kind things Morrison
says about my book, his essay contains
a number of what I believe are misconcep-
tions, some that absolutely amaze me.
Among the various elephants that he finds
in the room or missing from it, the most
remarkable is summed up by his statement
early in his essay that ‘‘there is not one refer-
ence to a woman, or to women’’ in my book.
And then later he refers again to ‘‘the absence
of women’’ in my book as perhaps due to my
‘‘concentration on religion as an intellectual
abstraction, or rather as a universal, biologi-
cally generated instinct,’’ neither of which
views I hold. Even though my book is,
including notes, over 700 pages, it is hard
for me to see how Morrison missed the
many women that I discuss. Even harder is
it for me to understand how he missed the
central theme of the book as a whole that I
have illustrated by the title to this response,
the phrase with which Goethe ends Part II

of Faust, Das Ewig-weibliche, the eternal
feminine.

Just to give a few examples of the many
women who appear in my pages, let me
begin with my several ‘‘tribal’’ cases. Among
the Kalapalo I point out that initiation cere-
monies are very important and that they are
carried out for girls and boys alike. Then of
considerable importance, I note that the
groups who carry out the great rituals are
divided, not by kinship, but by gender, that
each gender group performs for the other
but is greeted initially with skepticism and
indifference, needing to work hard to show
the other group its sincerity, and it is only at
the end of the ritual that they are reconciled.
This is an example of the relative gender
equality among hunter-gatherers compared
to agricultural societies. Among the Austra-
lian Aborigines, I note the importance of the
All-Mother ritual, probably imported from
Indonesian visitors on the northwest coast
who had a belief in a Rice Mother. I note
how this mother ritual was carried in various
forms into much of the continent, in spite of
its dominant patrilineal kinship system. I
describe in some detail the Murinbata myth
of the Punj ritual in which the Old Woman
eats the children and has to be killed to
extract them from her womb (not her stom-
ach). It is this myth that expresses the
‘‘immemorial misdirection of life’’ that is
basic to Aboriginal belief, but in spite of
which they are able to ‘‘accept life, as it is,
without morbidity.’’ Then among the
Navajo, I point out that Changing Woman
is the central figure of their most basic ritual,
Blessingway, from which all the other rituals
begin. The Navaho are a matrilineal society
with a very important girl’s puberty rite
(but no boy’s initiation) that unlike some
North American groups, emphasizes not
the impurity of menstruation, but the cele-
bration of fecundity. Women really are pretty
much missing in archaic religion where the
emphasis is on violent male power and the
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central figure is the god-king (there are no
god-queens). I do mention the god Lono in
Hawai’i, a god of peace as against the dom-
inant god of war, and note that although
Lono is male, the references to roundness,
pregnancy and fertility strongly suggest
a feminine aspect.

But in each axial case women come back
again with considerable significance. I note
that in early Israel the female deity Asherah
was not only widely worshipped but
believed to be the wife of El or Yahweh,
thus, most surprisingly to those of us who
were never told about her, there was
a Mrs. God at that time. In Greece, I empha-
size the importance of Athena to the Athe-
nians, even the sense that they were
especially ‘‘chosen’’ by Athena, giving them
a sense of superiority relative to the other
Greek cities. Morrison wonders why I don’t
mention Antigone, so central a figure in
Greek drama, but he fails to note that I do dis-
cuss Hecuba whom Euripides treats with
such sympathy because of the sufferings the
Greeks inflicted on her. I had space to discuss
only one Greek tragedy in any detail and I
could well have chosen Antigone, but under
the circumstances that I was writing that
chapter during the American invasion of
Iraq, I chose Aeschylus’ The Persians, which
describes Xerxes’ return to the Persian capi-
tal after his crushing defeat by the Greeks.
He is treated with dignity by Aeschylus
who had only ten years before writing this
play fought on the field of Marathon against
the Persians. Aeschylus uses his play to
explain the fall of Xerxes as due to hubris,
of going beyond where he had any business
of going, and through the depiction of the
Persian plight he was warning his Athenian
audience that they could be vulnerable to the
same temptation, a warning they would not
heed. Nor did the Americans in invading
Iraq, an invasion that was surely as foolish
as Xerxes’ campaign against the Greeks. In
ancient China, I note that the Daoists placed
the feminine above the masculine as in
the Daodejing, ‘‘The female overcomes the
male / by constant stillness.’’ And again,
‘‘Know the male/But keep to the female.’’
And finally in the most widely performed
Buddhist epic in Southeast Asia, the Vessan-
tara Jataka, it is Vessantara’s wife who is the
focus of concern to the audience. Vessantara

is so absolutely selfless that he cannot refuse
the request of an evil Brahmin to give him
his children. But his wife is prostrate when
she returns and finds out what happened.
The god Indra has to intervene to ask for
Vessantara’s wife, lest the evil Brahmin ask
for her as well, but then immediately returns
her, and a gift returned cannot be given
again so at least she is safe. Her poignant
suffering illustrates the conflict between the
absolutism of the religious ethic and the nat-
ural expectations of life in the world, but it is
a woman who is chosen to illustrate what is
an inevitable inner conflict in Buddhism.

I am sure I could find more examples if I
had more time to look, but I think it is very
clear that my book is not without women in
many important places. Yet there is some-
thing more, something that could give my
book the very title of ‘‘The Eternal Feminine.’’
Deep in our biological past, 220 million years
ago, with the appearance of the first mam-
mals, we find the birth of live infants who
are entirely helpless and dependent on
what is technically called ‘‘parental care’’ or
they will quickly die. But in fact parental
care really means maternal care among all
but a very few mammals, among all pri-
mates, and among humans for most of our
species history. As Frans de Waal writes,
‘‘When pups, cubs, calves, or babies are
cold, hungry, or in danger, their mother needs
to react instantaneously.’’

I argue at length that without that maternal
care, nothing that follows would have been
possible. Story over. We never get to religion
at all, probably never get to humans. Those
mothers taking care of those helpless new-
borns, ‘‘cherishing’’ them as one ethologist
puts it, are quite simply what makes the
rest of the story possible, and which never
goes away. Because they are fed, kept
warm, and protected from predators by their
mothers, these offspring exist in what is
called a ‘‘relaxed field,’’ where they are freed
for the time being from survival pressures.
They lose highly specific survival behaviors
and develop more generalized responses
that express themselves in play. Only animals
that experience maternal care play, and,
through a complex argument I cannot repeat
here, play leads eventually in humans to lan-
guage, ritual, religion, and culture generally.
As I quote Alison Gopnik: ‘‘All the processes
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of change, imagination, and learning ulti-
mately depend on love. We can learn from
the discoveries of earlier generations because
those same loving caregivers invest in teach-
ing us. It isn’t just that without mothering
humans would lack nurturance, warmth,
and emotional security. They would also
lack culture, history, morality, science, and lit-
erature.’’ As the symbolism of some religions
has it, mother love is the most basic image of
our humanity. If you want to see just how
absolutely basic this idea is for my whole
book, look at it on your computer. Just use
the search command and put in ‘‘mother.’’
You will find dozens and dozens of referen-
ces. And this in a book without women!

There is another aspect of my argument
that shows the continuous presence of the
eternal feminine. Morrison says that the basic
theory of my book is Karl Jaspers’ idea of the
axial age. The axial age doesn’t even appear
until my book is nearly half over. There are
at least two theoretical strands that are far
more basic to my book than Jaspers’. One of
these is Merlin Donald’s idea of stages of cul-
tural development: episodic, mimetic, myth-
ic, and theoretic. It is because these stages in
our biological and cultural development nev-
er go away, but are simply reorganized with
each new development, that I argue so insis-
tently that ‘‘nothing is ever lost.’’ We still live
in the episodic present; we still use our bod-
ies to communicate in some of the most
important spheres of our lives; we still need
narrative, every day in almost every situa-
tion; and we still need theory, though that is
the most challenging capacity and is used
only in limited situations and often only by
specially trained persons.

But in addition to how very much I owe to
Donald, there is another theoretical dimen-
sion that runs through the whole book. We,
like all mammals, have a disposition to dom-
inate and a disposition to nurture. Domi-
nance hierarchies are well developed in
many mammalian species but are found in
many other kinds of animals as well and
surely among humans. Nurturance, as I
have just argued in the case of maternal
care, is also widespread in the animal world
and just as surely among humans. Disposi-
tions to dominance and nurturance are found
among all mammals, including humans—
women can dominate and men can nurture.

Yet there is a clear gender emphasis: domi-
nance hierarchies are overwhelmingly male;
nurturant behavior is overwhelmingly
female. Still women not only can, they must
dominate when it comes to taking care of
their children. To save their lives they often
have to dominate them. And men have found
that no stable dominance hierarchy can be
based on violence alone. Some degree of ‘‘tak-
ing care of’’ subordinates is the basis of any
stable system of authority. My book has
a lot to say about terror, violence, and domi-
nance. Its picture of the emergence of class
society is not pretty and one of the features
of all the axial cases is a demand for more
nurturant behavior toward everyone, a fun-
damental critique of class society, and an
insistence on equality. So here too nurturance,
a sphere which is not exclusively, but
predominantly feminine, comes out as abso-
lutely central in my whole analysis.

There are many more points in Morrison’s
argument with which I could take issue. He
argues, as I do explicitly, that Darwin had
an aversion to speaking in terms of ‘‘higher’’
and ‘‘lower’’ forms of life, and that Darwin
avoided the word ‘‘evolution.’’ His theme
was, as Stephen J. Gould, one of my main
sources for biology, stressed, variation, not
progress, even in complexity. Nonetheless
the last sentence in Origin of Species reads:
‘‘From so simple a beginning endless forms
most beautiful and most wonderful have
been, and are being evolved.’’ I never argue
for the necessity or inevitability of stages in
the development of life. But the biologists
themselves have described them extensively.
With each new stage, from the inorganic to
life, from single-cell to multi-cell organisms,
from animals that don’t have maternal care,
to those that do, from animals without lan-
guage to animals with language, new capaci-
ties are achieved. I never argue that all this is
just wonderful and we should break out the
champagne. Each new capacity can be used
for good or ill. Each new capacity runs the
risk of setting off unsustainable growth,
none more than the wonderful things
humans have invented in the last 200 years.
Nothing is inevitable; animals participate in
their own evolution and are not pre-
programmed robots; sentience and purpose
go back very deep in our biological heritage.
Evolution is the term we are stuck with
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unless someone comes up with something
better.

Among the many things that amaze me
about Morrison’s reading of my book is
what he makes of my saying, ‘‘I have been
involved with many of the stories I recount
to the point of at least partial conversion
. . .’’ (p. 45). From this he compares me with
the Jewish King Agrippa who was ‘‘almost’’
converted to Christianity by the Apostle
Paul. He claims my word ‘‘partial’’ implies
a lack of ultimate seriousness in my quest
for ‘‘disengaged knowing.’’ Yet he ignores
a quote from two pages later (p. 47) that
makes it clear that my ‘‘partial’’ has nothing
to do with Agrippa’s ‘‘almost.’’ I write:

‘‘Myth can be true, but it is a different kind
of truth from the truth of science and must be
judged by different criteria, and the myth
[Chaisson] tells, though it draws on science,
is not science and so cannot claim scientific
truth. I would argue that the myths told by
the ancient Israelite prophets, by Socrates,
Plato, and Aristotle, by Confucius and Men-
cius, and by the Buddha. . . are all true myths.
They overlap with each other and with
Chaisson’s [quasi-scientific] myth, but even
in their conflicts, which are sometimes seri-
ous, they are all worthy of belief, and I find
it possible to believe in all of them in rather
deep but not exclusive ways.’’

Where is the lack of ultimate seriousness in
that? My ‘‘partial conversion’’ means that,
though I am convinced of the validity of the
mythic claims of these traditions, religions
involve a way of life, embodied and enacted,
with implications that would make it hard
fully to participate in more than one. Since I
already have one in which I participate in
that way, I am able to be a guest, to use
a term employed by Herbert Fingarette,
a sympathetic and supportive guest, in the
homes of other traditions, but I still have
a home of my own to return to. And Fingar-
ette adds the, to some, disconcerting claim
that ‘‘there is no Absolute Home in general,’’
so that my attitude toward the other tradi-
tions is not one of withholding ‘‘ultimate con-
cern,’’ but rather of recognizing the truth of
pluralism.

Related to this point about my ‘‘partial’’
conversion is Morrison’s tracing of my roots
ultimately to a number of figures who carry
‘‘elements of North German Liberal

Lutheranism. . . many of them leading to rad-
ical de-mythologization.’’ The irony is that by
making the truth claims of myth equal to
those of science, as I do, I am actually
engaged in remythologization. A conserva-
tive acquaintance told me my book would
have more criticisms from conservatives
than from the left, but I assured him I would
be an equal opportunity target.

Then there is the, to me, strange criticism
of me as being solipsistic. This occurs in
Morrison’s interpretation of my warnings
about our tendency to read what we want
into the axial age, of our being ‘‘culturally
autobiographical,’’ as an indication that there
really was no axial age at all, that it was some-
thing created only centuries later. This is sure-
ly not my intention. I would not have
devoted so much attention to what happened
to the four axial cultures in the first millenni-
um BCE or written such long chapters about
them if I thought nothing happened at all. I
tried very hard to show that something very
important happened in each of the four cases,
namely an axial transition. How that was
understood later was always influenced by
where in cultural history those who would
try to understand their past were, but to me
that implies no postmodern relativism that
sheds doubt on something that I think we
have every reason to believe actually did
happen.

Something similar happens with Morrison’s
discussion of my quote from Jerome Bruner
that ‘‘the self is a telling.’’ Morrison wants
to go from that to Bishop Berkeley’s episte-
mological solipsism: reality is only in the
mind. But my whole point about narrative,
which is so central to my overall scheme
because of its place in Merlin Donald’s typol-
ogy, is that narrative is deeply and inevitably
social. ‘‘The self is a telling’’ means that it is
a story about one’s world, including all the
important people who have influenced you,
to another person to whom you are trying
to explain who you are. Even if such a story
is told to yourself, it is still social, in George
Herbert Mead’s sense that it is the ‘‘I’’ telling
something to the ‘‘me,’’ because the very self
itself exists only through the internalization
of the other and is completely social. My
entire argument requires the rejection of the
idea that religion exists primarily in the
mind or in the brain, that it is an instinct or
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a module or any kind of purely mental reality,
so I am about as far from Bishop Berkeley, as
well as from one strand of contemporary evo-
lutionary psychology, as I can get. When
Morrison explains the ‘‘absence of women’’
in my book by saying it is due to my ‘‘concen-
tration on religion as an intellectual abstrac-
tion, or rather as a universal, biologically
generated instinct,’’ he is not only wrong
about the absence of women, but also about
the reasons he presents for that alleged
absence. I never deal with religion as an intel-
lectual abstraction. I always see it as involv-
ing bodily enacted, narrative, and in some
cases, theoretic elements. And the last thing
on earth I think of it as is ‘‘a universal, biolog-
ically generated instinct.’’ My rooting religion
in biology, as I have indicated above, is
through maternal care and the development
of play. Maternal care surely has some genetic
foundation, but is culturally highly variable,
and play is important just because it is rooted
in generalized capacities and is only residual-
ly instinctual.

Morrison’s criticism of my use of the word
‘‘we’’ is a common postmodern trope. The
only trouble is that I identify my ‘‘we’’ from
the very beginning with educated people of
all cultures. I am sorry if ‘‘educated’’ excludes
some, though, in fact, I have found people
with very little specialized knowledge who
enjoyed my book, it is still not light reading.
Nor will it appeal to people who believe the
universe was created six thousand years
ago. That is a simple fact. When I want to
be more specific, that is, where I use ‘‘we’’
to mean Americans, I say so. Above all I do
not use ‘‘we’’ in Wilfred Smith’s pejorative
sense of ‘‘we Christians’’ as opposed to those
of whatever other belief. The fact that there
are contracts for a Chinese, a Japanese and
a Korean translation makes it clear, as my
conversations with scholars from those coun-
tries confirm, that one reason for the popular-
ity of my book in East Asia is because they
feel included in it. Morrison’s most damning
citation of my use of we as ‘‘the modern
West,’’ needs the full context to be under-
stood: ‘‘To assume that ‘we,’ particularly if
we mean by that the modern West, have uni-
versal truths based on revelation, philosophy,
or science that we can enforce on others, is the
ideological aspect of racism, imperialism,
and colonialism’’ (p. 606).

There is one final point that Morrison rai-
ses that I would like to clarify. He sees me
as emphasizing too much the creative reli-
gious geniuses and giving insufficient
attention to the ‘‘simple,’’ the ‘‘unlettered,’’
and the ‘‘superstitious.’’ This is surely not
the case with my treatment of tribal reli-
gions, where no such distinctions can be
made. I do indicate that with the early state
and the emergence of class society, a new
religious structure at the center legitimates
the divine king, sometimes with rituals of
human sacrifice that are kept partially or
wholly away from the eyes of ordinary peo-
ple, and that in the villages of such societies
religious practices similar to those I had
described among tribal societies continued
to exist.

Axial religions, involving the element of
the theoretic, were, to be sure, a product of
the relatively educated strata of a hierarchical
society, even when they gave rise, as did all
the axial religions, to criticism of that hierar-
chical society, often bitter criticism. But there
is a good reason why, in my discussion of the
axial transition in four societies, I concentrat-
ed on the spiritually gifted and the intellectu-
ally profound. My book does not claim to be
a general history of religion; it is about how
religion developed in the context of human
evolution. As Max Weber argued in his great
work on the social ethics of the world
religions, axial religions are what he called
‘‘virtuoso’’ religions, and also ‘‘intellectual’’
religions. Compared to episodic, mimetic,
and narrative capacities, theoretic capacities
are particularly demanding. We all partici-
pate in the first three all the time even though
some of us, such as ballet dancers, have better
control of our bodies, and great novelists are
better story tellers, we all use our bodies to
communicate and we tell each other stories
all the time. But how often in overhearing
a conversation in the subway have you heard
someone say, ‘‘If this proposition is true, and
this other one is true, and here is the evidence
to back them up, then it follows that. . .’’ Even
trained theorists don’t talk that way in daily
life.

So if we want to understand new develop-
ments in the theoretic sphere we will not turn
to the ‘‘simple,’’ the ‘‘unlettered,’’ and the
‘‘superstitious.’’ Such were present in the
axial age as they have been in every age.
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They did not make the axial breakthrough
and therefore are largely absent in my axial
chapters. This simple fact has created great
problems for the institutionalization of axial
religions with wide popular appeal. Max
Weber argued that in every case the axial
dimension had to compromise with popular
spirituality, and the axial ethic practiced by
a few was complemented by what he called
an ‘‘organic ethic’’ that could meet the needs

of those who were not religious virtuosi. But
that is a story that falls chronologically
beyond this book.

I began by thanking Professor Morrison for
his kind words about my book, and then I
have, ungratefully, chosen to take issue with
many of his claims. But I think he would
agree with me that in the academic world
Heraclitus’s ‘‘strife’’ can often be productive
of greater insight.
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Robert Bellah chose a title, Religion in Human
Evolution, sure to be provocative in the con-
tinuing fracas between creationists and evo-
lutionists. The chance to comment on his
book led me to go back to Darwin’s funeral
for a title of my own that would connect
Bellah’s provocative location of religion in
evolution with the use of ‘‘religion’’ and
‘‘evolution’’ as battle cries by opposing
armies. Darwin’s magnificent funeral in
Westminster Abbey (1882) was a grandiose
slap in the faces of creationists who for dec-
ades had heaped curses upon him as a blas-
phemer. The inventor and prime mover of
the ceremony was an eminent member of
the Abbey’s clergy, Frederick William Farrar
(1831–1903). He preached the funeral ser-
mon, and later recycled his sermon into
a memoir of Darwin. Part of my title comes
from that memoir.

The charge that Darwin’s theories of evolu-
tion demolished Christian faith sent Farrar to
what he presented as a symbolic parallel. He
remembered that, when the Roman general,
Pompey, captured Jerusalem (63 B.C.E.), he
discovered that everything Romans took as
common knowledge about Jewish worship
of animals was a lie. He invaded the Holy
of Holies and found it entirely vacant.
Though the Temple was full of treasures,
which Pompey respected and left intact, there
was no idol in the most sacred place, only
emptiness. Pompey, Farrar wrote, was blind
to the unseen presence worshiped in that
space. Likewise, Darwin’s discoveries had
revealed nature, not filled with idols of
shrines and schools visible to theologians,
but with a universal presence revealed in
many ways, most of all in the large-hearted

goodness of humanity. Discoveries Darwin
made with his ‘‘innate love of truth and
hatred of sham’’ belonged to continuing
progress in knowledge and unselfishness,
and ‘‘the survival of the fittest may so be
used as to act like a moral lever for the eleva-
tion of all mankind’’ (Farrar 1893: 298–304).

Bellah has a sense of the religious awe that
emptiness can inspire, as in the negative the-
ology of Christianity and in Buddhism
(p. 12). One eloquent aspect of the intricate
intellectual structure in this book is the spaces
he has left empty. For example, so far as I can
tell, there is not one reference to a woman, or
to women, in this binary account of religion
in evolution, though human evolution has
occurred through sexual reproduction. Bellah
also marginalizes emotion, though sexual
reproduction has commonly been of a piece
with visceral emotion, and religion without
emotion is a pale thing. This book is the direct
result of thirteen years’ research and consul-
tation. It completes and crowns a vision Bel-
lah expressed in an article nearly fifty years
ago, at the beginning of his career. Since
that publication, he has indefatigably pur-
sued analyses of religion and evolution (Bel-
lah 1964). The spaces he has left are sure to
have been calculated with the rest of the
architectonic structure.

Religion in Human Evolution: From the
Paleolithic to the Axial Age, by Robert N.
Bellah. Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2011. 746pp. $39.95
cloth. ISBN: 9780674061439.
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Bellah’s title indicates the almost border-
less scope of his study and of the cosmopoli-
tanism which he calls ‘‘religion.’’ In a titanic
project of pattern discernment, he has under-
taken to reduce to theory the shapeless
complexities in the two-millenium long for-
mation of separate world religions in Israel,
Greece, China, and India. His object was
a schematic theory of religion as a result
and propellant of human evolution. To that
end, he developed a comparative method.
Straightforward as they may seem, the first
four words of his title, Religion in Human Evo-
lution, are freighted with ambivalences, intri-
cacies, conundrums, and risks of his
undertaking. This cargo is also evidence of
Bellah’s uncommon sophistication. In the
spirit of this journal, designed to ‘‘incite con-
versations across sociology’’ but going
beyond sociology, it is as well to say that
my academic field is European intellectual
history and that I serve as a priest in the
Episcopal Church.

My first obligation in writing this review is
to express my very great admiration for
Bellah’s achievement in conceiving and
bringing to term so vast a project. As a human
document, his book is no less full of
pitfalls and hazards than other travelers’
adventures—Canoeing the Congo for example
or Walking the Gobi: A 1600-Mile Trek Across
a Desert of Hope and Despair (Harwood 2012;
Thayer 2008). As I read Religion in Human
Evolution, I kept wondering what had prov-
en so compelling in this task as to hold Bel-
lah’s sustained and intense devotion for
thirteen years and more, at a season in his
life when his doorposts are hung with lau-
rels and the clatter of time’s chariot inter-
feres with other, more cherished sounds. It
is hard to keep the creative flame alive. All
the great religious events—‘‘breakthroughs’’
—essential to the narrative Bellah constructs,
all, he judges, ended in failure. The ‘‘trium-
phalism’’ in any theory of progress toward
a glorious climax in the living present is
not for him. In the light of the horrors he
has seen in his own lifetime, he now per-
ceives an engulfing crisis of incoherence
and affirms that the hour is already very
late in an ‘‘extinction event’’ caused by
human action (pp. xix, xxiv, 282, 600–602).
And yet, failure is not defeat. Bellah also pla-
ces abiding hope in the widening of human

capacities through the still vibrant legacies
of the four ‘‘axial religions,’’ hope for a ‘‘fun-
damental human equality and a ‘‘universal
ethics’’ enacted with reason and empathy,
hope that human evolution will produce,
not strife, but a harmony of scientific and
humanistic understanding as a fruit of
Darwin’s idea of natural selection. Biological
evolution is very slow, he wrote, but cultural
evolution can be extremely fast (pp. 49,
112–113). With Religion in Human Evolution,
Bellah embraced the creative risk of failure
himself in his undertaking to fuel the devel-
opment for his grandchildren and their
grandchildren of a civilization undefined
by its otherness and unbounded by neigh-
boring cultures, as historical cultures hereto-
fore have been, but universal and entirely
and simply human.

His title has little to do with formal, institu-
tional religions and their rivalries, or with
their diverse theologies, or with the secular
cult he gave once and for all the name ‘‘civil
religion.’’ At first glance, his vision of cultures
adhering peacefully to a plurality of religions
might seem to be a very old one. In the late
Roman Empire, Symmachus (ca. 304–402),
a distinguished representative of the pagans
in the Roman Senate, argued against the
effort of Christians, led by Bishop Ambrose
of Milan, to prevail upon emperors of their
faith to batten an intolerant Christian
monopoly of religion on the whole Empire.
Symmachus urged the emperors to uphold
long-standing precedent and allow the
cities—including Rome—the customs and
gods of their ancestors. All peoples, he wrote,
lived under the same heavens, watched the
same stars, inhabited the same earth. All pla-
ces were full of God. ‘‘What difference does it
make,’’ he asked, ‘‘how each one of us seeks
the truth? For there is no one way to so great
a secret’’ (Memorial, cc 6, 10, 17).

Instructively, while Bellah advocated reli-
gious pluralism as ‘‘a new point of view,’’
esteeming ‘‘all religions on their own terms,’’
he included Symmachus’ argument among
defective stances (p. 603). For Bellah’s ‘‘reli-
gion in human evolution’’ had nothing to
do with mystery or God. It was defined
by the distinctive capacities of humanity—‘‘
how we are really different from all other
creatures,’’ particularly in powers of cogni-
tion (pp. xiv, 13, 83, 101). These capacities
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originally developed from single-cell organ-
isms, establishing our kinship with all life.
They were enhanced as the mammalian spe-
cies developed, especially distinctive aspects
of play and parental care which kindled
moral consciousness and fellow feeling (pp.
44–49, 69–70, 89–90, 111). They continue to
develop in the continual reflex of biology
and culture.

Cosmopolitanism abandons an intimate,
exclusive, ‘‘loving no others’’ visceral com-
mitment, and supplants it with affective
distance of interest, sympathy, and even
enjoyment. Some such sincere, but con-
ditional, engagement is present in Bellah’s
recollection of how he moved from culture
to culture in preparing Religion in Human
Evolution. ‘‘I have become involved with
many of the stories I recount to the point of
at least partial conversion.. I found myself
morose as I completed each chapter, having
come to live in a world I didn’t want to leave
but wanted to go on learning about’’ (p. 45).
A celebrated parallel in Christian tradition
was the cosmopolitanized Jewish king
Agrippa, who exclaimed to the Apostle
Paul, a prisoner preaching before him: ‘‘a lit-
tle more, and your arguments would make
a Christian of me!’’ (Acts 26:28). Bellah’s
‘‘partial’’ and Agrippa’s ‘‘almost’’ lack the
note of what one of Bellah’s teachers, the
theologian Paul Tillich, called ‘‘ultimate con-
cern’’ and lay, not in any one religion but in
it, or behind, them all. Bellah’s ‘‘partial’’ car-
ries the ‘‘disengaged knowing’’ he attributes
to the ‘‘renouncer,’’ a paradigmatic ‘‘axial
personality,’’ who withdraws into theory
(p. 596; for a qualification of this disengage-
ment, see p. 46). The unnamed objective is
served by ‘‘learning more about myself,
and the world I live in,’’ by ‘‘shaping’’
one’s own understanding to the vision
of a ‘‘modest, even practical, utopia’’ (cf.
pp. 46, 593).

Given Bellah’s title, it is well to remember
Stephen Jay Gould’s clarification that Darwin
himself deliberately abstained from using the
word ‘‘evolution,’’ most glaringly of all in The
Origin of Species. For it had been pre-empted
by others to denote development following
a predictable course, a pattern directly anti-
thetic to ‘‘his own revolutionary mechanism
of change—the hypothesis of natural selec-
tion.’’ He did not wish to use a vocabulary

that would confuse the random, accidental,
and unpredestined workings of natural
selection with conceptions of a process ‘‘of
unfolding an inherent potential’’ (Gould
2011: esp. 242–243). One of Bellah’s signifi-
cant achievements is to hybridize, not with-
out paradox, the accidental in Darwin’s
theory of natural selection with the ‘‘unfold-
ing of an inherent potential’’ which Darwin
had rejected.

Evidently, Bellah’s task was a challenging
and elaborate one of pattern recognition on
which through the ages people have been
impassioned beyond reason to sacrifice
everything, not only in religious warfare. I
have found a three-ply handle on that recog-
nition. Here are my not altogether whimsical
headings:

(1) how we ‘‘plug’’ something unfamiliar
or imperfectly known by inventing or
imagining associations with what we
do know or think we know for sure,

(2) how things we look at without notic-
ing might as well not be there, since
they are hidden in plain sight, and

(3) how cultural evolution comes, not
through the discoveries of great, soli-
tary individuals, but through stam-
peding herds.

Discerning Patterns: An Elephant in the
Dark

A parable attributed to the Buddha has lived
and flourished in many variations. The Bud-
dha said that a king gathered all his blind
subjects, divided them into teams, and
assigned each team to examine one part of
an elephant (Keown 1996: 1). From their
observations of that one part, they were to
describe the whole figure. From feeling one
part, each team formed a picture of the
whole entirely different from all the others.
Every team thought it had the right solution.
The king’s experiment ended with a fight of
each against all. (In some versions, the sub-
jects of the experiment are sighted men in
the dark, or six blind men from Hindustan.)
Bellah follows Darwin in removing God
from patterning evolution, and in placing
theology and cult, as Darwin had written,
‘‘in the mind of man [after] he has been
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elevated by long-continued culture’’ (Dar-
win 1871: 1242).

Bellah’s book has a basic link with the
Buddha’s parable of people at each other’s
throats, each faction defending its blind
hypotheses as the only truth. Writing about
the early modern era in Germany, one author
referred to this state of affairs in words I ren-
der as ‘‘the bloodlust’’ of ‘‘confessional xeno-
phobia’’ (Kittsteiner 1991: 124–135). Bellah’s
whole argument rejects the flinty assertion
by religious communities of their exclusive
monopolies on truth. Though he does not
say so, his conclusion that the source of reli-
gion was in the biological evolution of the
human race from single-cell organisms on
means that denying religious orthodoxy to
unbelievers or wrong-believers could
amount to denying their humanity—and, so
far as you were concerned, degrading them
to brute animals. In this sense, as one of Igna-
zio Silone’s characters said: ‘‘The chief thing
is to accustom yourself to living again among
human beings, I mean among Christians’’
(Silone 1942: 43).

How did Bellah frame a picture of religion,
such a ‘‘great unknown,’’ in the primal froth
from which humanity came? No reliable
observer was there to observe the moment
when thought was born. What associations
could he draw with the part of the elephant
he could feel in the dark?

The century and one-half between the pub-
lications of The Voyage of the Beagle and Reli-
gion in Human Evolution would in any case
account for considerable differences in per-
spective between them. However, one most
conspicuous difference has less to do with
changing times than with the quite disparate
natures of the authors’ basic sources and the
methods in which Darwin and Bellah
extracted overarching explanatory theories
from them. On Darwin’s side stands the
mountainous accumulation of actual speci-
mens from every level of existence over (as
he thought) numerous millennia, largely
materials which he himself had assembled
in the field and sorted. On Bellah’s side
stands a voluminous body of written materi-
als read by Bellah—above all in the four
chapters on axial religions—through the bor-
rowed lenses of chosen experts.

Beyond question, natural sciences and his-
tory (or ethnology) differ in the methods and

objectives of study. In every sense, Bellah was
‘‘true to [his] calling’’ (p. 45). But Darwin rec-
ognized the continental divide between his
source base and labor of rationalization and
the path of creation so much later followed
in Bellah’s calling when he wrote, ‘‘ a number
of isolated facts soon becomes uninteresting,
[and] the habit of comparison leads to gener-
alization’’ (Darwin 1845: 431). By contrast
with Plato, Aristotle—for Bellah ‘‘the founder
of sociology’’ (p. 595) could not read one
swallow, or day, or a few of them, as making
a spring (Aristotle 1999: 1.1098a, p. 9).

Like Darwin, Bellah located human biolog-
ical evolution in the whole range of animate
and inanimate nature, with discoveries of
linkages and interdependence. And still,
Bellah knew in ways unanticipated by Dar-
win, biological evolution accounted only par-
tially for capacities and functions, and many
essentials and distinctive enlargements of
human capacities came through cultural evo-
lution. Integrating cultural and biological evo-
lution, Bellah constructed his own method of
pattern discernment, an elaborate theoretical
tool which he called a ‘‘metanarrative,’’ center-
ing upon evolution, ‘‘the only shared metanar-
rative among educated people of all cultures
that we have’’ (p. 600).

In the admirable self-awareness character-
istic of his entire book Bellah wrote of how,
with great labor and concentration, he
extracted the outline of his method from
the vast and intricately jumbled archeolog-
ical levels of distant history. Whether select-
ing and analyzing original materials or
currents in contemporary scholarship, he
relied on the experts, adjudicated by his
own professional judgment. How was he
to hold to the anchor of ‘‘historical reality’’
(pp. 283–284)?

His primary borrowing, and the most
essential to the construction of his method
of pattern discernment, was Karl Jaspers’ cel-
ebrated theory of an axial period, which, in
Jaspers’ interpretation, served all humanity
as a shared historical frame of reference. In
this way, Bellah was laying claim to part of
his direct intellectual legacy. Jaspers was
a teacher of Bellah’s teacher, Talcott Parsons,
and his conception of a period of radical
social breakdown and reconstruction from
which a small number of ‘‘seedbed societies’’
for world history emerged, served as a strong
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nucleus for the metanarrative he eventually
set forth in Religion in Human Evolution.

In view of his ideal of religious plurality,
some readers will not readily understand
Bellah’s statement that Jaspers developed
his conception of axiality by ‘‘taking the
Christian idea of Jesus Christ as the ‘axis’ of
history and generalizing it to include the oth-
er great traditions of that early period’’ (pp.
603–604). It is true that, while he set aside
the theological Jesus, Jaspers counted Jesus
without God or Cross among the great teach-
ers, ‘‘paradigmatic individuals,’’ of the axial
age. He counted Jesus as the last of the major
Hebrew prophets and the one who embodied
most completely the human capacity for self-
transcendence. Both Jaspers and Bellah set
aside theology and its orthodoxies and con-
sidered the truth of religion to be human
truth. But Bellah’s application of Jaspers’ axi-
al model significantly recast it, above all by
adding the dyad of biological and cultural
evolution.

As an anchor in historical reality, Jaspers’
axial age has clarity to commend it but its val-
ue is more heuristic than historical. Its claim
as a handle on historical reality has long
and often been contested, notably by histori-
ans. Bellah’s reliance on the judgments of
others in constructing his method of pattern
discernment entails taking acknowledged
risks. The primary risk in adopting Jaspers’
axiality was that the pattern he eventually
constructed could be vitiated from the
beginning by circularity, unfolding his meta-
narrative as variations on Jaspers’ theme.
Moreover, as Bellah acknowledged, the axial
age lent itself to an intrinsic circularity. For
the people who called it axial were those for
whom it was axial. The term and the concept
were ‘‘culturally autobiographical,’’ and ‘‘it is
all too easy to read. . . our own presupposi-
tions’’ into the evidence under review (pp.
272–282). Indeed, the four chapters on
paradigmatic axial societies (Israel, Greece,
China, and India) composed as instruments
of comparative analysis, actually exhibit idio-
syncracies enough to query the parallelisms
drawn among incomparables (cf. p. 266,
‘‘definitional issues’’).

The apparent axiality of the four religions
exactingly analyzed by Bellah was not
formed in the exceedingly long age which
Jaspers named ‘‘axial’’ (the first millennium

B.C.E., or more narrowly, 800–200 B.C.E.). In
every case, the perception of axiality came
by hindsight, some centuries afterwards,
after failure, reinvention, assimilation to
new social orders, and in some instances, dis-
placement: in other words, by entirely new
inculturalizations. Such were all the condi-
tions that did create the conceptual pos-
sibility of axiality in modern times—the
reconstitution of Hebrew and Greek religion
and philosophy in Christianities of the late
Roman Empire and Barbarian Europe, the
Confucian ‘‘renaissance’’ beginning under
the T’ang and achieved under the Sung,
and the various permutations of Vedism,
including the migration of Buddhisms out
of India.

Does the little word ‘‘if’’—‘‘if there was an
‘axial breakthrough’ in Israel’’ (p. 313) indi-
cate an authorial doubt? How can the reli-
gions and philosophies in these chapters be
considered members of the same or similar
category of moral systems, except perhaps
in the light of Jaspers’ ‘‘philosophical faith’’?
The ‘‘insight of faith,’’ Jaspers wrote, ‘‘is rea-
son which fills [an abstract idea].with a fun-
damentally human consciousness of Being’’
(Jaspers 1966: 99).

In accounting for his theoretical point of
view, Bellah emphasized his place in the
intellectual lineage of Durkheim (pp. 484–
485). For our grasp of his method of pattern
discernment, Jaspers’ axiality, along with
Durkheim’s lineage, is a good reminder of
substantial elements from North German
Liberal Lutheranism in some of its late-
nineteenth and early-twentieth century man-
ifestations, many of them leading to radical
de-mythologization. Though Jewish, Dur-
kheim himself was deeply marked during
his studies in Germany by that legacy, which
also came to Bellah directly, in different ways,
from each member of the trinity of powerful
teachers he records in this book: Talcott
Parsons, Wilfred Cantwell Smith, and Paul
Tillich. Each of these men achieved innova-
tions within and against the tradition of Lib-
eral German Lutheranism which Bellah
digested and wove together into something
else important and all his own. Each also
relayed to Bellah what he had received and
redeployed by challenging authority daily
as academics in public life, thereby perform-
ing social functions which in Religion in
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Human Evolution Bellah ascribes to axial
personalities.

Few of these connections appear to have
had such decisive effect on Bellah as Weber’s
idealization of Calvinism, ‘‘ascetic Protestant-
ism,’’ as the great spur of rationalization in
European society through economic and
social theory. Calvinist rationalization of
social and personal life proved to be the stan-
dard ‘‘against which all other religions were
to be measured and found wanting, begin-
ning with Catholicism, but then going on to
the religions of China and India.’’ As Bellah
observes, Weber was repelled by Calvinism’s
lack of the general spirit of universal brother-
hood exemplified by ‘‘Jesus, Francis [of
Assisi] and the Buddha.’’ And yet, Bellah
continued, Weber valued ‘‘the spread of
rationalization throughout human life’’ as
a step forward for humanity. In Religion in
Human Evolution, it was the step in Bellah’s
narrative from which he moved to greet
the general acceptance in the twentieth cen-
tury of ‘‘religious pluralism as our destiny’’
(pp. xxvi, 112–113, 484–485, 603–605). Some-
thing of Weber’s famous ‘‘Protestant ethic’’
may actually ferment in Bellah’s sense of
standing ‘‘true to [his] calling’’ in this book
(p. 45).

It is difficult for me, nearly an octogenarian
as I am, to understand how an actual octoge-
narian could subscribe to the axiom, ‘‘nothing
is ever lost.’’ Not only does Bellah subscribe
to it, but he makes it a dominant premise of
this book. A defining application comes in
his strong development of the theory that,
in the evolution of human capacities, ontoge-
ny recapitulates phylogeny: namely, that the
development of cognition in childhood reca-
pitulates the long biological history of the
human species, as adapted by cultural practi-
ces and ‘‘our remarkable freedom’’ (pp. 13,
35, 37–40, 83, 84–91, 489). And yet, in grasp-
ing what the statement that ‘‘nothing is ever
lost’’ means for Bellah, it is helpful to recog-
nize the convergence of intellectual legacies
from which he unfolded his method of recog-
nizing patterns. They set some major associa-
tions he used to imagine a whole elephant
from what he could feel in the dark. Apart
from biographical interest, they indicate for
whom he wrote the book. His familial use
of the pronoun ‘‘we’’ challenges readers to
ask whether they are included, whether the

axial age is axial for them, and whether ‘‘the
way we understand our lives’’ is their way
(pp. 280, 597–599).

The Unspoken in the Said: The
Elephant in the Room

I have now come to some empty spaces in
the pattern that Bellah composed and that
he left in his story—or metanarrative—of
religion interpenetrating with evolution. In
his meticulously planned book, these appar-
ent vacancies must have functions in his
studied and restudied architectonic design,
like the calculated spaces in an architect’s
blueprint. To take the size of them, I turn to
two further elephantine illustrations: the ele-
phant in the room and the elephant that left
no footprints.

One of Bellah’s profound aphorisms is ‘‘the
self is a telling’’ (p. 35), a still further conci-
sion of his observation that stories are ‘‘the
way we understand our lives,’’ but now
with the important refinement that we are
the stories we take to heart and tell (pp. 35,
45–46, 280). Are we what we perceive, and
as we perceive it? In the long, anguished
backwash of the Reformation, the Anglican
Bishop George Berkeley (1685–1753), debat-
ing scientists, used another elephant by way
of illustrating how we understand. Human
controversies commonly arise, he argued,
because one’s sense of reality depended on
one’s perceptions. He illustrated his axiom
‘‘esse est percipi’’ (‘‘to be is to be perceived’’)
with the hypothesis that some in a room
could perceive an invisible elephant present
with them, and others, not. For the first, the
elephant existed; for the others, it did not.
Like the Buddha’s elephantine parable,
Berkeley’s elephant in the room has experi-
enced many elaborations, generally to indi-
cate how great difficulties, obvious to
some—or even to all—maybe ignored
depending on a group’s proclivities. Wheth-
er the reality were openly acknowledged or
not, perception constituted reality dividing
‘‘we’’ from ‘‘they.’’

Wilfred Cantfield Smith, one of Bellah’s
most revered teachers, wrote emphatically
against the ‘‘we’’/‘‘they’’ distinction, espe-
cially among writers in the field he called
‘‘the comparative history of religion’’ (in the
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singular). The ‘‘we’’-sayers, he wrote, adhered
to European religions, chiefly Christianity, and
those they assigned to the category of ‘‘they’’
lived outside the Christian pale. This division
should cease, he insisted. Writers on religions
should realize that there was only one reli-
gion, and they should speak of all as ‘‘we;’’
for all of us are human beings, ‘‘with no
outsiders and insiders’’ (Cantfield Smith
1981: 125).

Given Bellah’s own religious cosmopoli-
tanism, his use of the ‘‘we’’/‘‘them’’ division
casts the shadow of division that Cantfield
Smith wished to banish. I have already
noticed one point at which what ‘‘we’’ means
for Bellah becomes important: namely, in
accepting axiality for autobiographical rea-
sons. ‘‘The axial age is axial because of what
it has meant to us’’ (p. 282) recasts Berkeley’s
axiom, esse est percipi. The circle is more pre-
cisely defined by the statement that ‘‘we’’ are
‘‘the modern West’’ (p. 606). It is capable of
even closer definition as it is in two passages.
In the first, with marked self-deprecation, he
included himself and his readers as mem-
bers of ‘‘our insanely individualistic Ameri-
can society’’ in need of realizing not only
that empathy was a human trait, but also
that, as evolution unfolded, human beings
and ‘‘other animals’’ had shared the capacity
for empathy ‘‘for over 100 million years’’
(p. 73).

Similarly, he found that, in view of ‘‘our
contemporary, and particularly American,
proclivity to think’’ as ‘‘we’’ do, we must
work hard to enter the perspective of ‘‘the
ancient Israelites’’ (p. 317). Bellah’s own intel-
lectual formation, careers, and achievements,
bearing fruit in the cosmopolitanism of this
book indicate some qualifications on these
comments about North American narrow-
ness. Still, some self-distancing may be due
to precursors of a recent (2012) Gallup Poll
finding that most residents of the United
States hold either to strict Biblical creationism
(no evolution) or to modified creationism
(evolution under the providence of God;
Gallup, Inc. 2012). Bellah’s erudition is so
sweeping that there is no surprise in the con-
fidence he has in ‘‘educated people of all cul-
tures’’ (p. 600). In the stories of four cultures
in the axial age, and in the metanarrative he
extracted from them, the persons who togeth-
er produced ‘‘axial breakthroughs’’ were

members of cultural and social elites, and
affinity of living persons to long-dead ‘‘axial
individuals’’ was one reason why the ‘‘lead-
ing figures’’ in the axial ages were ‘‘still pres-
ent in the lives of any educated person’’
(p. 600). Was Bellah’s subject as well as his
perspective ‘‘the ethos of their dominant clas-
ses’’ (cf. p. 526)? If so, it was not new. A sim-
ilar stance was advanced by Jaspers in his
concept of axiality, and in his hopes for
a new axial period arising in his own day.

Despite the value he places on human egal-
itarianism, Bellah has little to say about the
perennial disparities in religions between
the ‘‘wise’’ and the ‘‘simple,’’ the ‘‘literate’’
and the ‘‘unlettered,’’ the ‘‘enlightened’’ and
the ‘‘superstitious,’’ or the ruling and the
laboring orders. Religious pluralism, a dis-
course of many voices, is the norm within
both philosophical and worshiping commu-
nities, most flamboyantly among Christian-
ities almost from their very origin. To be
sure, in the vision he calls ‘‘utopian,’’ Bellah’s
profound aspiration is that the interplay of
religion and evolution will leave pluralism
and replace intramural as well as intermural
rejections with moral wide-heartedness, and
Heraclitus’s axiom—‘‘strife is the father of
all things’’—will have seen its day (cf. p. 587).

In fact, numerous figures hulk about, like
elephants in the room, seen plain as day but
hardly mentioned, if at all. Such is Bellah’s
intense focus on moral independence of
‘‘the axial individual’’ that accounting for
free choice largely edges aside the efforts of
paradigmatic individuals in encounters with
communal or specifically institutional
restraints to win, evade, or accommodate
themselves to circumstances. As character-
ized in the Apology, Socrates deliberately
practiced his calling as a social critic without
flurry, even covertly, for many years, know-
ing that the Athenians were likely to kill
him for forthrightness. Though Bellah men-
tions the eventual trial and execution of Soc-
rates, it would have been helpful for him to
mention Socrates’ survival strategy and, in
his discussion of the Myth of the Cave, to
add a word about Plato’s certainty that the
ignorant many would hate and aim to kill
the enlightened individual (pp. 398–391,
577, 581). He does chillingly write of the
live burial of the whole company of Confu-
cians by the victorious tyrant, Qin
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Shihuangdi (221 B.C.E.), and the death pen-
alty imposed for nostalgic reminiscences of
Confucian philosophy and order (p. 477).

In his necessarily brief and condensed
anticipation of a later study extending the
story of religion in evolution toward the pres-
ent time, Bellah has identified some turning
points. Here too the power of axial religion
to convince was constrained. True it may be
that ‘‘when the traditions of axial Israel
came together in a strange love-hate relation
with the traditions of axial Greece, the result
was, to more than a small degree, and for
evil as well as good, the world we have,’’
with ‘‘much of Greek culture and Greek
thought surviv[ing] inside the church’’
(p. 398). Indisputably, too, in their own partic-
ular amalgams of piety, Christians of the
strictest persuasions proved intolerant of
Christians in other amalgams, and of pagan-
isms as well. Yet, instead of writing of a mono-
lithic ‘‘church’’ as ‘‘intolerant,’’ it would be
more accurate to remember that the multiple
fusions of ancient traditions into Christian-
ities took place within and thanks to the stud-
ied tolerance of the Roman Empire, which
imprinted its own character on the evolution
of Christianities even as it persecuted them.
Again, in assessing the assumptions by ‘‘ear-
ly modern thinkers’’ of ‘‘the superiority of
Christianity to all other religions,’’ notably
the distinct preference of Kant and Hegel
for ‘‘Protestant Christianity,’’ it would be
accurate to note that enforced religious con-
formity was the norm in early modern
Europe, and—as for Kant and Hegel—that
sectarian orthodoxy, differently defined,
could be and often was savagely enforced
in German schools and universities. At no
time known to me did practitioners of reli-
gion escape their passions, least of all by
sanctifying them. When stifled, the passions
burned hotter.

Religion Embodied In Flesh and Blood:
The Elephant’s Invisible Footprints

Bellah’s concentration on exceptional indi-
viduals, elite classes, and utopias which
failed illustrates by contrast the superior sur-
vival rate of species over individuals, both in
religion and in evolution. An Italian Jesuit of
the seventeenth century, intensely and long

engaged in what he considered the
re-Christianization of Europe found that
the great masses of people did not quickly
absorb his teachings. Repetition was what
won the day. ‘‘The huge bulk of an elephant,’’
he wrote, ‘‘leaves no mark on stones it walks
over only once. And yet, even ants, by con-
stantly rubbing as they come and go over
a rock, wear it away’’ (Pinamonti 1695: n. p.).

Biological and cultural evolution are neces-
sary counterpoises for Bellah, though every-
thing depends on physical existence and the
embodied capacities. Darwin never wavered
from the fact that biological evolution was
a matter of flesh and blood, a level of being
above which theory danced. He observed
what evolution made obvious: that biological
change was a phenomenon of large classes,
species, and that it took place slowly and by
imperfect stages over long, geological ages
through natural selection in individuals. To
sustain the species ‘‘in many organic beings,’’
he added, ‘‘a cross between two individuals
is an obvious necessity for each birth; in
many others it occurs perhaps only at long
intervals; but in none, as I suspect, can self-
fertilization go on for perpetuity.’’ Thus, in
most species including the human, sexual
selection was prerequisite to natural selection
and to the development of particular mental
faculties of human beings including the intel-
lect, speech (and language), moral qualities,
and conscience (Darwin 1871: 504, 514,
1239–1243).

These faculties enabled human beings to
look backward reflecting on their actions, to
look forward to future actions, and when dis-
satisfied with the past, to change in prepara-
tion for the future, thus modifying instincts to
be followed. By comparison, Darwin
thought, sexual selection had done nothing
in the ‘‘lower divisions of the animal king-
dom,’’ which consequently lacked the possi-
bility for moral progress. ‘‘The advantages
which favored males have derived from con-
quering other males in battle or courtship,
and thus leaving a numerous progeny, have
been in the long run greater than those
derived from rather more perfect adaptation
to the external conditions of life. The power
to charm the female has been in some few
instances more important than the power to
conquer other males in battle’’ (Darwin
1871: 936).
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Evolution worked according to what
Darwin called ‘‘laws of inheritance,’’ process-
es by which heritable traits were transmitted
through ‘‘the act of reproduction.’’ The ‘‘prin-
ciples of breeding and inheritance,’’ Darwin
knew, were in his day imperfectly under-
stood, but he plainly saw that, in hidden
ways, the law of genetic options could be
latent in individuals until a certain time in
life, or in descent groups across generations
until the necessary conditions were achieved
(Darwin 1871: 936–937, 1244, 1247). Unprece-
dented light on the workings of the laws of
genetic inheritance, and thus on biological
evolution, was cast by the discovery of the
structure of DNA by James Watson, Francis
Crick, and Rosalind Franklin, with the collab-
oration of Maurice Wilkins (1953).

The absence of women from Religion in
Human Evolution may conform with Bellah’s
concentration on religion as an intellectual
abstraction, or rather as a universal, biologi-
cally generated instinct. However, their
omission casts evolution as a single-sex phe-
nomenon. By grounding evolutionary muta-
tions in cultural evolution, one inevitably
grounds it in historical experience, which
means human reproduction grounded in
sex—what Darwin called a ‘‘cross between
two individuals.’’ The next step deeper into
historical reality would seem to explore
how societies and cultures regulated human
reproduction with a view toward their own
survival and ascendency. Indeed, this would
appear prerequisite to elucidating how reli-
gion and evolution had woven and would
weave themselves into one dynamic.

As an illustration, the instance of Hebrew
history will serve, rich as it is in the interac-
tion of men and women, primarily through
marriage, as a creative force in collective reli-
gious commitment, in some instances sus-
taining it, in others subverting. The basket
of 100 Philistine foreskins which Saul
demanded from David as the only acceptable
bride-price for his daughter, Michal (who
was already married to a man who loved
her) is a powerful indicator of the underlying
intensity of awareness that individual pair-
ings shaped collective dedication (1. Samuel
18:25–27; 2. Samuel 3:14. Cf. also the atrocities
in Judges 20–21.). Michal’s finicky attempt to
correct what she considered David’s insouci-
ance in dancing unclothed before the

servants of his servants, not to mention the
sacred Ark of the Covenant, ended in the
divine curse of her sterility (2. Samuel 6:20–
23). Still, in other better considered familial
crises, the correction of men by women
proved normative, from Zipporah’s direct
action in setting Moses to rights on circumci-
sion to the anonymous mother who cor-
ralled her seven sons with her into
martyrdom against the apostasy of
Antiochus IV Epiphanes (2. Maccabees 8).

Abraham had many descendants other
than the Israelites, including the Ishmaelites
and the lineages of his six children by
Keturah. In her practice of circumcision,
Zipporah, Moses’ Midianite wife, was true
to her descent from Abraham and Keturah,
not, among the Israelites from Abraham
and Sarah. To distinguish Israelites from oth-
er Abrahamic peoples, Israelite descent was
counted through female lines. This reckon-
ing, exemplified by Zipporah, provides
some clarification of a significant unclarity
posed by Bellah. Writing of parallels among
his four axial traditions, he remarked that
the similarities went beyond parallelism.
Jewish and Greek traditions were known to
have converged, and he proposed that Chi-
nese and Indic traditions had ‘‘probably’’
also come with them into a four-fold encoun-
ter ‘‘though the connections.are hard to
determine, but in subsequent history they
all deeply influenced each other’’ (pp. 595–
596).

On the non-global scale of Egypt and the
Sinai desert, the marriage of Zipporah and
Moses illustrates intermarriage as one con-
duit of religious commitments, not only
from one marriage partner to another, but
across cultures. The marriage did not last.
When Moses sent Zipporah and their
two sons away, they returned to Jethro, Zip-
porah’s father, the priest of Midian. Jethro
went with the three refugees to Moses.
According to the narrative in Exodus, after
he heard how God displayed his immense
power destroying Pharaoh ‘‘for Israel’s
sake,’’ Jethro spoke no more of family mat-
ters. He recognized the Lord as greater than
all gods. He sacrificed to the God of Israel
and, the priest of Midian, broke bread with
Aaron, the priest of Israel. Seeing the ruinous
disarray of Moses’ leadership, Jethro
changed the course of history, setting before
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Moses a gift beyond price, an entirely new
and effective polity for the Israelites, all of
which Moses instituted. Then Jethro went
home (Exodus 18).

Marriage outside the lineage of Israel, and
the institutional, intellectual, and affective
changes it introduced into that lineage pro-
duced many results challenging and some-
times fiercely condemned by the prophetic
and dissenting tradition accepted by Bellah
as axial. However, it continued most trium-
phantly in the marriage of Esther to the
King of Persia, and most problematically in
political unions within Israel itself, such as
those of David and Solomon with foreign
wives and concubines, including those taken
as the spoils of war. Here, there is a two-fold
clue wider than exogamy to intercultural con-
vergences: namely, captivity and slavery.
Unlike individual marriages, this dyad
entailed displacement of large populations.

The Egyptian and Babylonian captivities
removed the Israelites from their homeland
into hostile alien environments, rendering
the Israelites vulnerable for long periods to
the religious usages as well as to the mockery
of alien cultures. The privileged positions
enjoyed by Moses (for a time) and Joseph in
Egypt, and characterized by the author of
the book of Daniel demonstrate that some
captives could move under sufferance in the
highest levels of alien societies. The author
of the book of Ezra recalled with vehement
bitterness, shame, and grief how eminent
Israelites, including their priests and Levites,
returned from captivity in Babylon to Jerusa-
lem flaunting by their foreign wives and
sons’ wives the faithlessness with which
‘‘the holy seed ha[d] mixed itself with the
people of the lands. Throughout the history
of their people, he wrote, they had luxuriated
in the abominations of the peoples—from the
Egyptians on through the many tribes who
originally inhabited the Promised Land.
God had punished the guilt of these old
abominations with the crowning chastise-
ment in Babylon, leaving only a remnant
untainted to achieve the redemption of Israel.
Making a list of all the men who had married
foreign women in Babylon took one month
(Ezra 9:1–10:16).

Slavery widens the range and magnitude
of intercultural convergences beyond what
can even be hinted here. But I hope the little

that I have said has indicated the plausibility
in giving their true to collective changes in
religious commitment, slow and fitful as
some of them may be, in the evolution of
what Darwin called ‘‘social instincts,’’ includ-
ing sympathy, ‘‘primarily gained, as in the
case of the lower animals, through natural
selection’’ (Darwin 1871: 1240–1242). There
are many points in Bellah’s account at which
the choice to omit women would appear to
have been conscious. For example, his
acknowledgements of intellectual obligations
to Max Weber must also implicitly have been
homages to Marianne Weber, not only
because of her essential contributions to
her husband’s thinking and to the preserva-
tion and publication of his writings, but also
because her own writings, now classics in
women’s history, and her political activism
certify her as a prime example of Bellah’s ‘‘axi-
al individual’’ in modern times. His com-
ments on Greek drama, condensed as they
are, would have gained in historical reality
by reference to portrayals of women. At one
point, for example, he refers to Zeus’ weary
dismissal of human folly exemplified in the
senseless, suicidal heroism of Patroklus, using
Homer’s words to contrast Greek and Hebrew
conceptions of relations between the divine
and human beings: ‘‘Nothing is more wretch-
ed than a man, of all things that breathe and
move upon the earth’’ (pp. 325–326, citing an
earlier citation; cf. Fagels 1990: 457, Iliad
17.514–516). Zeus’ boredom with self-preen-
ing extravagances of male vanity and
destructiveness lacks reference to abstract
morality, to justice and selflessness.

Another celebrated line in Athenian trage-
dy does serve Bellah’s profile of religion and
axiality; here, what are called axiality and
religion are personified in a woman. Like
Patroklus, Antigone embraces death, but
her cause is the vindication of piety. She is
intent on burying her brother, Polynices,
killed in rebellion against their uncle, Creon,
and left by him for carrion-eaters. No one,
Creon ordered, was to lament Polynices or
give him burial on pain of death. As Antigo-
ne moved toward performing the customary
rituals, the Chorus greets her: ‘‘Wonders are
many on earth, and the greatest of these/Is
man./ O wondrous subtlety of man, that
draws/To good or evil ways! Great honor is
given/And power to him who upholdeth
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his country’s laws/And the justice of heav-
en’’ (Watling 1947: 135–136, Antigone, ll.332–
335, 363–366).

In evolutionary time, Darwin’s funeral was
not at all long ago. Bellah’s antecedents,
Weber and Durkheim were young men
when Darwin was carried from the Chapel
of St. Faith to his grave in Westminster Abbey,
and Jaspers and Tillich were born soon after-
wards. Analogies between physical and psy-
chic mutations in human being were already
drawn then, and it is striking to find parallels
between what drove Farrar, the prime mover
behind the funeral, and Bellah, in his book,
both of them brave quests for wisdom. Let
us return briefly to Farrar’s funeral sermon.
He had many strengths, above all in educa-
tional reform. He had crossed Darwin’s
path when he championed removing the
classics from the center of public school edu-
cation and replacing them with a new curric-
ulum geared to modern science. Farrar
himself had suffered under the discipline of
rote memorization and imitation of ancient
authors from long-dead civilizations, which
he thought ‘‘almost abysmally useless.’’ He
pressed his case in lecture, at the Royal Soci-
ety (1887) no less, realizing that he was asking
as he had in other causes for ‘‘ridicule and
anathema,’’ and being ‘‘howled at as a hope-
less Philistine by all who were stereotyped in
the old classical system.’’ He was ready to
pay the cost in hope of eventually winning
the days ahead for ‘‘new truths,’’ calling for
reform in the ‘‘intellectual development’’ of
the young.

He understood that changing the collective
consciousness came by continual movements
of multitudes—of ants in our exemplum
from the seventeenth century—rather than
by the majestic progress of a few great fig-
ures. He was gratified to receive a letter
from Darwin, who remembered his own
time as a schoolboy at Shrewsbury, ‘‘under
a great scholar, Dr. Butler.’’ Darwin was not
drawn to the classics. He spent his time
‘‘reading and experimenting in chemistry.’’
When the result was clear, Dr. Butler ‘‘public-
ly sneered at me before the whole school,’’
Darwin wrote, ‘‘for such a gross waste of
time.’’ He thanked Farrar for his outspoken-
ness and encouraged him to continue. A
decade later, Farrar remarked on the change
that had been brought about. In earlier

days, he remembered, the name for chemis-
try in public school jargon was ‘‘Stinks,’’
and Darwin’s nickname at Shrewsbury was
‘‘Gas.’’ But in 1897, every large school offered
education in rational science (Farrar 1897:
140–144).

Darwin’s death triggered these associa-
tions. ‘‘For years,’’ Farrar recalled, ‘‘bigotry
and ignorance poured out their scorn,’’ on
Darwin, reviling him as a materialist. But
there was ‘‘scarcely a region of animate or
inanimate nature on which his genius [had]
not poured a flood of light.’’ The effect of
his discoveries had enlivened ‘‘the whole sys-
tem of thought and education.’’ Correspond-
ingly, the honesty, human warmth, and
completeness of his thought infused educa-
tion with his own loving study even of
the lowliest ‘‘despised creatures of God’’
with which humanity was interdependent.
Darwin’s work did not detract from sincere
and holy worship. ‘‘It does not mean that
we have a fainter faith; it does mean that
we have a larger charity.’’ With ‘‘noble
patience and reticence,’’ Darwin ‘‘had borne
the savage and tumultuous attacks of hosts
of ecclesiastical enemies.’’ ‘‘He suffered fools
gladly.’’ As for the scorners and detractors,
Farrar said: ‘‘God is larger than the Churches.
His heart is wider than the heart of theolo-
gians. Faith lives; it is only the spirit of the
Inquisition that has died.’’ ‘‘We go to the Bible
for religion, not for science’’ (Farrar 1893:
296–304–306). It was natural that Farrar
wanted Darwin’s body—the body of one
who had been ‘‘an honor to his age’’—to be
buried in the Abbey. He would rather take
his chances on a future life ‘‘with such
a man as Charles Darwin’’ than with those
who, despite professions of faith, displayed
little love of truth and the opposites of basic
Christian virtues (Farrar 1897: 142, 148–149).

Farrar observed that truth often won its
way rapidly, ‘‘so that the heresy of yesterday
becomes the superstition of today’’ (Farrar
1893: 305). Bellah hybridized slow-moving
biological evolution with cultural evolution,
which could move quickly. His learned and
courageous book is a measure of what has
been gained in this interweaving, of what
remains to be done, and of the hope ahead.
I cannot help remembering Dante’s account
of how Ulysses had called his friends togeth-
er when they had all grown ‘‘old and slow,’’
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and urged them to undertake one more
adventure. ‘‘Brothers,’’ he said, ‘‘To this short
vigil which is all there is/Remaining to our
senses, do not deny experience./Consider
then the race from which you have
sprung:/You were not made to live like ani-
mals,/But to pursue virtue and know the
world’’ (Sisson 1993: 158, Divine Comedy,
Inferno 26.112–120).
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Das Ewig-weibliche: A reply to Karl Morrison

ROBERT N. BELLAH

I am extremely grateful to Karl Morrison for
this extended consideration of my recent
book. I found it most interesting and I
learned much from it. I was fascinated to
learn of Frederick William Farrar, Dean of
Westminster Abbey, of whom I had not pre-
viously heard, who so carefully arranged the
grand funeral and interment in the Abbey of
Charles Darwin, and whose remarks at the
funeral became the basis of a book about
Darwin. I am, as is Professor Morrison,
a practicing Episcopalian (though I am not,
as he is, a priest), so this historic moment is
especially close to home in terms of our
denominational affiliation. But Farrar’s
actions and words transcend the world of
Anglicanism. They give powerful evidence
that the ‘‘culture war’’ between science and
religion, or, more particularly, between Dar-
winism and Christianity, was overcome, at
least by some, during Darwin’s own life-
time, for Farrar’s understanding and sympa-
thy for Darwin clearly preceded the latter’s
death.

In spite of the many kind things Morrison
says about my book, his essay contains
a number of what I believe are misconcep-
tions, some that absolutely amaze me.
Among the various elephants that he finds
in the room or missing from it, the most
remarkable is summed up by his statement
early in his essay that ‘‘there is not one refer-
ence to a woman, or to women’’ in my book.
And then later he refers again to ‘‘the absence
of women’’ in my book as perhaps due to my
‘‘concentration on religion as an intellectual
abstraction, or rather as a universal, biologi-
cally generated instinct,’’ neither of which
views I hold. Even though my book is,
including notes, over 700 pages, it is hard
for me to see how Morrison missed the
many women that I discuss. Even harder is
it for me to understand how he missed the
central theme of the book as a whole that I
have illustrated by the title to this response,
the phrase with which Goethe ends Part II

of Faust, Das Ewig-weibliche, the eternal
feminine.

Just to give a few examples of the many
women who appear in my pages, let me
begin with my several ‘‘tribal’’ cases. Among
the Kalapalo I point out that initiation cere-
monies are very important and that they are
carried out for girls and boys alike. Then of
considerable importance, I note that the
groups who carry out the great rituals are
divided, not by kinship, but by gender, that
each gender group performs for the other
but is greeted initially with skepticism and
indifference, needing to work hard to show
the other group its sincerity, and it is only at
the end of the ritual that they are reconciled.
This is an example of the relative gender
equality among hunter-gatherers compared
to agricultural societies. Among the Austra-
lian Aborigines, I note the importance of the
All-Mother ritual, probably imported from
Indonesian visitors on the northwest coast
who had a belief in a Rice Mother. I note
how this mother ritual was carried in various
forms into much of the continent, in spite of
its dominant patrilineal kinship system. I
describe in some detail the Murinbata myth
of the Punj ritual in which the Old Woman
eats the children and has to be killed to
extract them from her womb (not her stom-
ach). It is this myth that expresses the
‘‘immemorial misdirection of life’’ that is
basic to Aboriginal belief, but in spite of
which they are able to ‘‘accept life, as it is,
without morbidity.’’ Then among the
Navajo, I point out that Changing Woman
is the central figure of their most basic ritual,
Blessingway, from which all the other rituals
begin. The Navaho are a matrilineal society
with a very important girl’s puberty rite
(but no boy’s initiation) that unlike some
North American groups, emphasizes not
the impurity of menstruation, but the cele-
bration of fecundity. Women really are pretty
much missing in archaic religion where the
emphasis is on violent male power and the
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central figure is the god-king (there are no
god-queens). I do mention the god Lono in
Hawai’i, a god of peace as against the dom-
inant god of war, and note that although
Lono is male, the references to roundness,
pregnancy and fertility strongly suggest
a feminine aspect.

But in each axial case women come back
again with considerable significance. I note
that in early Israel the female deity Asherah
was not only widely worshipped but
believed to be the wife of El or Yahweh,
thus, most surprisingly to those of us who
were never told about her, there was
a Mrs. God at that time. In Greece, I empha-
size the importance of Athena to the Athe-
nians, even the sense that they were
especially ‘‘chosen’’ by Athena, giving them
a sense of superiority relative to the other
Greek cities. Morrison wonders why I don’t
mention Antigone, so central a figure in
Greek drama, but he fails to note that I do dis-
cuss Hecuba whom Euripides treats with
such sympathy because of the sufferings the
Greeks inflicted on her. I had space to discuss
only one Greek tragedy in any detail and I
could well have chosen Antigone, but under
the circumstances that I was writing that
chapter during the American invasion of
Iraq, I chose Aeschylus’ The Persians, which
describes Xerxes’ return to the Persian capi-
tal after his crushing defeat by the Greeks.
He is treated with dignity by Aeschylus
who had only ten years before writing this
play fought on the field of Marathon against
the Persians. Aeschylus uses his play to
explain the fall of Xerxes as due to hubris,
of going beyond where he had any business
of going, and through the depiction of the
Persian plight he was warning his Athenian
audience that they could be vulnerable to the
same temptation, a warning they would not
heed. Nor did the Americans in invading
Iraq, an invasion that was surely as foolish
as Xerxes’ campaign against the Greeks. In
ancient China, I note that the Daoists placed
the feminine above the masculine as in
the Daodejing, ‘‘The female overcomes the
male / by constant stillness.’’ And again,
‘‘Know the male/But keep to the female.’’
And finally in the most widely performed
Buddhist epic in Southeast Asia, the Vessan-
tara Jataka, it is Vessantara’s wife who is the
focus of concern to the audience. Vessantara

is so absolutely selfless that he cannot refuse
the request of an evil Brahmin to give him
his children. But his wife is prostrate when
she returns and finds out what happened.
The god Indra has to intervene to ask for
Vessantara’s wife, lest the evil Brahmin ask
for her as well, but then immediately returns
her, and a gift returned cannot be given
again so at least she is safe. Her poignant
suffering illustrates the conflict between the
absolutism of the religious ethic and the nat-
ural expectations of life in the world, but it is
a woman who is chosen to illustrate what is
an inevitable inner conflict in Buddhism.

I am sure I could find more examples if I
had more time to look, but I think it is very
clear that my book is not without women in
many important places. Yet there is some-
thing more, something that could give my
book the very title of ‘‘The Eternal Feminine.’’
Deep in our biological past, 220 million years
ago, with the appearance of the first mam-
mals, we find the birth of live infants who
are entirely helpless and dependent on
what is technically called ‘‘parental care’’ or
they will quickly die. But in fact parental
care really means maternal care among all
but a very few mammals, among all pri-
mates, and among humans for most of our
species history. As Frans de Waal writes,
‘‘When pups, cubs, calves, or babies are
cold, hungry, or in danger, their mother needs
to react instantaneously.’’

I argue at length that without that maternal
care, nothing that follows would have been
possible. Story over. We never get to religion
at all, probably never get to humans. Those
mothers taking care of those helpless new-
borns, ‘‘cherishing’’ them as one ethologist
puts it, are quite simply what makes the
rest of the story possible, and which never
goes away. Because they are fed, kept
warm, and protected from predators by their
mothers, these offspring exist in what is
called a ‘‘relaxed field,’’ where they are freed
for the time being from survival pressures.
They lose highly specific survival behaviors
and develop more generalized responses
that express themselves in play. Only animals
that experience maternal care play, and,
through a complex argument I cannot repeat
here, play leads eventually in humans to lan-
guage, ritual, religion, and culture generally.
As I quote Alison Gopnik: ‘‘All the processes
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of change, imagination, and learning ulti-
mately depend on love. We can learn from
the discoveries of earlier generations because
those same loving caregivers invest in teach-
ing us. It isn’t just that without mothering
humans would lack nurturance, warmth,
and emotional security. They would also
lack culture, history, morality, science, and lit-
erature.’’ As the symbolism of some religions
has it, mother love is the most basic image of
our humanity. If you want to see just how
absolutely basic this idea is for my whole
book, look at it on your computer. Just use
the search command and put in ‘‘mother.’’
You will find dozens and dozens of referen-
ces. And this in a book without women!

There is another aspect of my argument
that shows the continuous presence of the
eternal feminine. Morrison says that the basic
theory of my book is Karl Jaspers’ idea of the
axial age. The axial age doesn’t even appear
until my book is nearly half over. There are
at least two theoretical strands that are far
more basic to my book than Jaspers’. One of
these is Merlin Donald’s idea of stages of cul-
tural development: episodic, mimetic, myth-
ic, and theoretic. It is because these stages in
our biological and cultural development nev-
er go away, but are simply reorganized with
each new development, that I argue so insis-
tently that ‘‘nothing is ever lost.’’ We still live
in the episodic present; we still use our bod-
ies to communicate in some of the most
important spheres of our lives; we still need
narrative, every day in almost every situa-
tion; and we still need theory, though that is
the most challenging capacity and is used
only in limited situations and often only by
specially trained persons.

But in addition to how very much I owe to
Donald, there is another theoretical dimen-
sion that runs through the whole book. We,
like all mammals, have a disposition to dom-
inate and a disposition to nurture. Domi-
nance hierarchies are well developed in
many mammalian species but are found in
many other kinds of animals as well and
surely among humans. Nurturance, as I
have just argued in the case of maternal
care, is also widespread in the animal world
and just as surely among humans. Disposi-
tions to dominance and nurturance are found
among all mammals, including humans—
women can dominate and men can nurture.

Yet there is a clear gender emphasis: domi-
nance hierarchies are overwhelmingly male;
nurturant behavior is overwhelmingly
female. Still women not only can, they must
dominate when it comes to taking care of
their children. To save their lives they often
have to dominate them. And men have found
that no stable dominance hierarchy can be
based on violence alone. Some degree of ‘‘tak-
ing care of’’ subordinates is the basis of any
stable system of authority. My book has
a lot to say about terror, violence, and domi-
nance. Its picture of the emergence of class
society is not pretty and one of the features
of all the axial cases is a demand for more
nurturant behavior toward everyone, a fun-
damental critique of class society, and an
insistence on equality. So here too nurturance,
a sphere which is not exclusively, but
predominantly feminine, comes out as abso-
lutely central in my whole analysis.

There are many more points in Morrison’s
argument with which I could take issue. He
argues, as I do explicitly, that Darwin had
an aversion to speaking in terms of ‘‘higher’’
and ‘‘lower’’ forms of life, and that Darwin
avoided the word ‘‘evolution.’’ His theme
was, as Stephen J. Gould, one of my main
sources for biology, stressed, variation, not
progress, even in complexity. Nonetheless
the last sentence in Origin of Species reads:
‘‘From so simple a beginning endless forms
most beautiful and most wonderful have
been, and are being evolved.’’ I never argue
for the necessity or inevitability of stages in
the development of life. But the biologists
themselves have described them extensively.
With each new stage, from the inorganic to
life, from single-cell to multi-cell organisms,
from animals that don’t have maternal care,
to those that do, from animals without lan-
guage to animals with language, new capaci-
ties are achieved. I never argue that all this is
just wonderful and we should break out the
champagne. Each new capacity can be used
for good or ill. Each new capacity runs the
risk of setting off unsustainable growth,
none more than the wonderful things
humans have invented in the last 200 years.
Nothing is inevitable; animals participate in
their own evolution and are not pre-
programmed robots; sentience and purpose
go back very deep in our biological heritage.
Evolution is the term we are stuck with
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unless someone comes up with something
better.

Among the many things that amaze me
about Morrison’s reading of my book is
what he makes of my saying, ‘‘I have been
involved with many of the stories I recount
to the point of at least partial conversion
. . .’’ (p. 45). From this he compares me with
the Jewish King Agrippa who was ‘‘almost’’
converted to Christianity by the Apostle
Paul. He claims my word ‘‘partial’’ implies
a lack of ultimate seriousness in my quest
for ‘‘disengaged knowing.’’ Yet he ignores
a quote from two pages later (p. 47) that
makes it clear that my ‘‘partial’’ has nothing
to do with Agrippa’s ‘‘almost.’’ I write:

‘‘Myth can be true, but it is a different kind
of truth from the truth of science and must be
judged by different criteria, and the myth
[Chaisson] tells, though it draws on science,
is not science and so cannot claim scientific
truth. I would argue that the myths told by
the ancient Israelite prophets, by Socrates,
Plato, and Aristotle, by Confucius and Men-
cius, and by the Buddha. . . are all true myths.
They overlap with each other and with
Chaisson’s [quasi-scientific] myth, but even
in their conflicts, which are sometimes seri-
ous, they are all worthy of belief, and I find
it possible to believe in all of them in rather
deep but not exclusive ways.’’

Where is the lack of ultimate seriousness in
that? My ‘‘partial conversion’’ means that,
though I am convinced of the validity of the
mythic claims of these traditions, religions
involve a way of life, embodied and enacted,
with implications that would make it hard
fully to participate in more than one. Since I
already have one in which I participate in
that way, I am able to be a guest, to use
a term employed by Herbert Fingarette,
a sympathetic and supportive guest, in the
homes of other traditions, but I still have
a home of my own to return to. And Fingar-
ette adds the, to some, disconcerting claim
that ‘‘there is no Absolute Home in general,’’
so that my attitude toward the other tradi-
tions is not one of withholding ‘‘ultimate con-
cern,’’ but rather of recognizing the truth of
pluralism.

Related to this point about my ‘‘partial’’
conversion is Morrison’s tracing of my roots
ultimately to a number of figures who carry
‘‘elements of North German Liberal

Lutheranism. . . many of them leading to rad-
ical de-mythologization.’’ The irony is that by
making the truth claims of myth equal to
those of science, as I do, I am actually
engaged in remythologization. A conserva-
tive acquaintance told me my book would
have more criticisms from conservatives
than from the left, but I assured him I would
be an equal opportunity target.

Then there is the, to me, strange criticism
of me as being solipsistic. This occurs in
Morrison’s interpretation of my warnings
about our tendency to read what we want
into the axial age, of our being ‘‘culturally
autobiographical,’’ as an indication that there
really was no axial age at all, that it was some-
thing created only centuries later. This is sure-
ly not my intention. I would not have
devoted so much attention to what happened
to the four axial cultures in the first millenni-
um BCE or written such long chapters about
them if I thought nothing happened at all. I
tried very hard to show that something very
important happened in each of the four cases,
namely an axial transition. How that was
understood later was always influenced by
where in cultural history those who would
try to understand their past were, but to me
that implies no postmodern relativism that
sheds doubt on something that I think we
have every reason to believe actually did
happen.

Something similar happens with Morrison’s
discussion of my quote from Jerome Bruner
that ‘‘the self is a telling.’’ Morrison wants
to go from that to Bishop Berkeley’s episte-
mological solipsism: reality is only in the
mind. But my whole point about narrative,
which is so central to my overall scheme
because of its place in Merlin Donald’s typol-
ogy, is that narrative is deeply and inevitably
social. ‘‘The self is a telling’’ means that it is
a story about one’s world, including all the
important people who have influenced you,
to another person to whom you are trying
to explain who you are. Even if such a story
is told to yourself, it is still social, in George
Herbert Mead’s sense that it is the ‘‘I’’ telling
something to the ‘‘me,’’ because the very self
itself exists only through the internalization
of the other and is completely social. My
entire argument requires the rejection of the
idea that religion exists primarily in the
mind or in the brain, that it is an instinct or
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a module or any kind of purely mental reality,
so I am about as far from Bishop Berkeley, as
well as from one strand of contemporary evo-
lutionary psychology, as I can get. When
Morrison explains the ‘‘absence of women’’
in my book by saying it is due to my ‘‘concen-
tration on religion as an intellectual abstrac-
tion, or rather as a universal, biologically
generated instinct,’’ he is not only wrong
about the absence of women, but also about
the reasons he presents for that alleged
absence. I never deal with religion as an intel-
lectual abstraction. I always see it as involv-
ing bodily enacted, narrative, and in some
cases, theoretic elements. And the last thing
on earth I think of it as is ‘‘a universal, biolog-
ically generated instinct.’’ My rooting religion
in biology, as I have indicated above, is
through maternal care and the development
of play. Maternal care surely has some genetic
foundation, but is culturally highly variable,
and play is important just because it is rooted
in generalized capacities and is only residual-
ly instinctual.

Morrison’s criticism of my use of the word
‘‘we’’ is a common postmodern trope. The
only trouble is that I identify my ‘‘we’’ from
the very beginning with educated people of
all cultures. I am sorry if ‘‘educated’’ excludes
some, though, in fact, I have found people
with very little specialized knowledge who
enjoyed my book, it is still not light reading.
Nor will it appeal to people who believe the
universe was created six thousand years
ago. That is a simple fact. When I want to
be more specific, that is, where I use ‘‘we’’
to mean Americans, I say so. Above all I do
not use ‘‘we’’ in Wilfred Smith’s pejorative
sense of ‘‘we Christians’’ as opposed to those
of whatever other belief. The fact that there
are contracts for a Chinese, a Japanese and
a Korean translation makes it clear, as my
conversations with scholars from those coun-
tries confirm, that one reason for the popular-
ity of my book in East Asia is because they
feel included in it. Morrison’s most damning
citation of my use of we as ‘‘the modern
West,’’ needs the full context to be under-
stood: ‘‘To assume that ‘we,’ particularly if
we mean by that the modern West, have uni-
versal truths based on revelation, philosophy,
or science that we can enforce on others, is the
ideological aspect of racism, imperialism,
and colonialism’’ (p. 606).

There is one final point that Morrison rai-
ses that I would like to clarify. He sees me
as emphasizing too much the creative reli-
gious geniuses and giving insufficient
attention to the ‘‘simple,’’ the ‘‘unlettered,’’
and the ‘‘superstitious.’’ This is surely not
the case with my treatment of tribal reli-
gions, where no such distinctions can be
made. I do indicate that with the early state
and the emergence of class society, a new
religious structure at the center legitimates
the divine king, sometimes with rituals of
human sacrifice that are kept partially or
wholly away from the eyes of ordinary peo-
ple, and that in the villages of such societies
religious practices similar to those I had
described among tribal societies continued
to exist.

Axial religions, involving the element of
the theoretic, were, to be sure, a product of
the relatively educated strata of a hierarchical
society, even when they gave rise, as did all
the axial religions, to criticism of that hierar-
chical society, often bitter criticism. But there
is a good reason why, in my discussion of the
axial transition in four societies, I concentrat-
ed on the spiritually gifted and the intellectu-
ally profound. My book does not claim to be
a general history of religion; it is about how
religion developed in the context of human
evolution. As Max Weber argued in his great
work on the social ethics of the world
religions, axial religions are what he called
‘‘virtuoso’’ religions, and also ‘‘intellectual’’
religions. Compared to episodic, mimetic,
and narrative capacities, theoretic capacities
are particularly demanding. We all partici-
pate in the first three all the time even though
some of us, such as ballet dancers, have better
control of our bodies, and great novelists are
better story tellers, we all use our bodies to
communicate and we tell each other stories
all the time. But how often in overhearing
a conversation in the subway have you heard
someone say, ‘‘If this proposition is true, and
this other one is true, and here is the evidence
to back them up, then it follows that. . .’’ Even
trained theorists don’t talk that way in daily
life.

So if we want to understand new develop-
ments in the theoretic sphere we will not turn
to the ‘‘simple,’’ the ‘‘unlettered,’’ and the
‘‘superstitious.’’ Such were present in the
axial age as they have been in every age.
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They did not make the axial breakthrough
and therefore are largely absent in my axial
chapters. This simple fact has created great
problems for the institutionalization of axial
religions with wide popular appeal. Max
Weber argued that in every case the axial
dimension had to compromise with popular
spirituality, and the axial ethic practiced by
a few was complemented by what he called
an ‘‘organic ethic’’ that could meet the needs

of those who were not religious virtuosi. But
that is a story that falls chronologically
beyond this book.

I began by thanking Professor Morrison for
his kind words about my book, and then I
have, ungratefully, chosen to take issue with
many of his claims. But I think he would
agree with me that in the academic world
Heraclitus’s ‘‘strife’’ can often be productive
of greater insight.
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